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Editorial
Many thanks to our contributors
As always, heartfelt thanks to all members who have sent in contributions to this edition of Saltings. I
appreciate it takes thought, time and effort, but without your input this magazine would not appear. Anecdotes,
cruising stories, DIY tips are all welcome. Why not have a go yourself if you have never previously contributed?
Just send me an email with a story about your travels, your mooring, why you bought a Leisure yacht etc etc –
A couple of pictures are welcome! Don't bother “formatting” the piece – straight text is easier for me.
Going around the UK
This year I have received a “special dispensation” to leave Shoreham By Sea, turn left and just keep sailing. My
wife is not a keen sailor, but is happy enough in the Solent. However day sails have lost some of their appeal
and before I become immobile, I would like to do a round UK trip in my Leisure 27, Dark Star. I expect much of
it will be single handed, but having sailed that way for some thirty years, it's not a problem. However my wife
would like “to do” the Caledonian Canal if I reach that far and my son has volunteered for any of the longer
stretches.
Why anti clockwise?
The prevailing wind is south westerly, so I am hoping to get blown down to Ramsgate before turning left to
reach up the East Coast. A following wind should let me settle in nicely and be ready to cope with the little
problems that will surely crop up en voyage. The coast should provide shelter much of the way from the
prevailing south westerlies. I have no time table. I will be patient and sail only if there is not a F5, or more, in
the forecast. Expounding my plans to a regular long distance sailor brought a dismissive reply. “You are
embarking on a series of opportunistic day sails”. Spot on I thought and furthermore, if it sets in windy for a
week, I will leave Dark Star where she sits and get the train home! Whether I get back to Shoreham by the end
of September depends on the weather. In any case there is always next year. What's the hurry?
I have received many charts and books from Steph and Sheila Harrison who have been sailing around the UK in
a Westerly Konsort, who are long term members of the LOA. Thanks Steph and Sheila, much appreciated.
Leisure 17s attaining classic status?
If you Google “Sailing Around the UK” lots of material, old and current pops up. Dylan Winter's
http://www.keepturningleft.co.uk/ videos are responsible for consuming vast amounts of a desk bound sailor's
time. However an interesting link turned up on the LOA Facebook pages, http://www.sofatosailor.com. The
unkown marine surveyor responsible for this website has an interest in “micro-cruisers”. I say unknown since I
can't find a name for him. He intends to refurbish a small cruiser and circumnavigate the UK in 2017. On the
website you will find his short list of possible yachts, but his final choice is a Leisure 17 and he bought Mahopak
II. One reason for selecting the L17 were the well documented long distance voyages by John Adam across the
Atlantic and by Ramazan Culum in 2012, from Turkey to the UK, crossing Biscay in October/November.
Somewhere in Mr Sofatosailor's website is a reference to the “iconic L17”. Hmmm. Buy now before prices rise?
I have two refurbished L17s, but taking one around the UK. Well, maybe for the under 70s!
Leisure 18
Not many people know about the last addition to the Leisure fleet. The Leisure 18 is a real eye catcher and I
have pictured one on the front page with a further article about the yacht and the latest developments.
The addition of hyperlinks
The digital (PDF) edition of Saltings provides attractive, full colour photographs, allows the inclusion of direct
links (hyperlinks) to items of further interest and makes Saltings more interactive. If you are reading the
digital edition, click on the hyperlinks which appear in blue and are underlined. These links will provide more
information about ports and anchorages which feature in cruising stories. Cruising logs are more interesting
with maps and background detail. If you normally take the printed edition of Saltings make sure you also
download or read the digital edition.
Anything missing?
If you have any ideas about features or new topics that could be covered in Saltings, please email me
editor@leisureowners.org.uk and let me know.
LOA on Facebook
The LOA Facebook page already has over 160 members and is administered by Len Minter. Len has written a
piece about LOA's presence on Facebook and you can find it on page 16 .
Distribution
Grateful thanks as always to Alan and Catherine Gisby who collect the printed edition of Saltings, stick the
labels and stamps on the envelopes and finally send them off by post.
Come on – think about the Summer Saltings edition now!
Start thinking about thoughts, stories, logs, for paper for the Summer edition (deadline June 26). Own up
(anonymously if you prefer) to any boating faux pas in the Confessional. Please also, let me have a description
with pics about your mooring, or why you bought a Leisure.
Best wishes
Kevin Gilroy (Commodore and Saltings Editor)
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Commodore's Comments
I hope you are now hard at work, renovating, repairing and anti-fouling – or at least thinking about it! In mid
January there seemed plenty of time before relaunch at Easter, but a couple of
week's holiday in February followed quickly by a sad trip to Edinburgh for my
mother's funeral (96 years old) and suddenly March is fast disappearing.
Winter sunshine?
The fortnight holiday was a P & O cruise on the Azura. It's our attempt to get
some winter sunshine. For years we went to the Canaries but we found the
weather became very “iffy”. The switch to the Caribbean has provided reliable
sunshine for the past few years but this year we spent a lot of time dodging heavy
rain showers. We usually arrange a day's sailing in St Lucia on a traditional wood
pilot cutter and James, the owner, said that on the islands, February was no
longer a “dry” month and thought that climate change was affecting their
“established” weather patterns.
VHF antics
At the end of last year I treated myself to a decent hand held, DSC, VHF - an
ICOM M91D It also has GPS, but it appeared to have so many bells and whistles
that I did not really have the time to become familiar with it and packed it in the
suitcase to take on holiday. Once on board, I set about unravelling the features of the ICOM. It was interesting
to hear the conversations between the bridge, the pilots and the port workers. With the GPS feature I could
also follow Azura's heading and speed, distance covered etc. Interestingly the ship hardly ever exceeded 12
knots! We left each island at 6pm and arrived at a new island at daybeak (6.30 a.m). During the night, Azura
ambled around at 9/10 knots, often doing figure of eight courses to take up the time as passengers slept.
You may be thinking “But the ICOM has DSC facility with an MMSI number. You might have appeared on the
Azura's screens as a phantom ship, stalking them endlessly.” Fortunately I had not registered the ICOM before
going on holiday so that the DSC feature on the radio was disabled. Of course, neither did I make any calls.
The cruise included a 450 mile run north west to Grand Turk and on the way I pressed the man overboard
function on the VHF. On the return journey Azura maintained such an accurate reverse course that we ran over
the “man overboard” position two days later! More importantly the ICOM hand held has a single button distress
feature. I will register the set to obtain an MMSI number before setting off soon around the UK on my L27,
Dark Star. I might see some of you on the way round?
Kevin Gilroy (Commodore and Saltings editor)

Membership Matters
As of the end of February we had 533 members, down a little from the 545 members we had at the time of the
AGM last November. The membership does vary from time to time, and is pretty healthy, although we remain
way short of ‘capturing’ the owners of the approximately 4,500 Leisure yachts that were built.
The Discussion Forum is the principal way now we provide support to members, and I would like all members to
sign up for an account if you do not already have one. Just go to the main web site www.leisureowners.org.uk
and click on the ‘Registration’ button you will find on the left hand menu. Complete the online form and I will
set up an account for you.
Since last November all new members have automatically had a Forum account created for them. Over the next
few months I shall progressively raise forum accounts for all those other members who do not currently have
them. You will receive an e-mail with the login details when this has happened. Obviously you do not have to
use the forum, but I encourage you to do so, as it is a first class way of benefiting from the experience of the
other members and our small team of ‘experts’. It will take a while to create all the new accounts, because of
the number of members, so if you want the benefits right away, just register as described above.
I have also recently updated the forum software, so that it is bang up to date with the latest facilities, and also
now works well on smartphones and other mobile devices. The Forum has good search facilities so that you can
quite easily locate topics of interest.
Please don’t forget to also check the Reference Library and Owners Manuals on the web site Members Zone.
There’s lots of useful information available and maybe your problem has already been solved.
Those very few members without access to the Internet (and others who really prefer to talk) may of course
continue to use the good old fashioned telephone to get support. Contact details are in every copy of Saltings.
Colin Shead (Membership Secretary and Webmaster)
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Discounts Available To Members+
Insurance
Haven Knox Johnson - 10% Only available by phone, not via their web site Phone 01732 223600
GJW Direct – 10% to LOA members

Sails & Covers
Quay Sails 12.5% discount on sails and 10% discount on covers, reefing gears and rigging.
Contact Rod Brown 01202 681128
C & J Marine 10% discount on spray hoods

Chandlers
Please check prices carefully before ordering, as there are many on-line chandlers offering
discounted lines.
Jones Boat Chandlers is a family run chandlers based in Cambridgeshire supplying boat owners
on the rivers Great Ouse, Nene and Norfolk Broads. Jones Chandlers is the largest in
Cambridgeshire and specialises in chandlery for small to medium craft up to 40ft in length. On the
web at www.jonesboatchandlery.co.uk
5% discount code: leisureowners05 (Discount code excludes, fridges, cookers and stoves)
Marinestore Chandlers
www.marinestore.co.uk offer a 5% discount across the board to members. Enter the Coupon Code
LEISURE12 when checking out your purchase. It is also worth subscribing to their on-line
newsletter as they offer special discounts during the major boat shows.
LocksOnline A specialist supplier of marine quality locks and other hardware,
www.locksonline.co.uk offer 5% across the board discount, use the code LEISURE13
when placing an on-line order
Halfords Leisure Batteries, 10% discount can be obtained from Halfords (in Colchester) for leisure
batteries. For more information contact John Nichols nicholspongo@aol.com

Magazines
Classic Boat Magazine
Yachts & Yachting magazine
Sailing Today
Save up to 42% when you subscribe to any of these sailing magazines. You’ll receive the next 12
issues for just £37.95 when you pay by Direct Debit or £42.95 when you pay by credit card or
cheque (usually £66).This is a UK offer only. To order your subscription, simply call
01795 419840 and quote LY311.

Training
Sailing Miles, Award Learning Services Ltd.
Verified members of the Leisure Owners Association will be entitled to 20% discount on any of our
courses. More information on the web at: www.sailingmiles.com, or contact Peter Ward at
01245 330023.

Other Suppliers
Our web site carries details of various useful suppliers, some offering special terms for members.
Look under the Support Suppliers menu item.
Details of special codes required for purchase are available in the Discounts section, in
the Members Only Area of the web site
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New Members
First name

Last name

Membership
Number

Yacht Type

Yacht Name

Mooring
Location

Walter

Clayton

2068

Silhouette

Teal

Rutland Water

Adrian

Turrell

2069

Leisure 20

Alan

Freeman

2070

Leisure 22

Ruby Tuesday

Wareham
Dorset

Helge

Haensgen

2071

Leisure 17SL

Karin

Ancora marina
- Neustadt /
Holstein

Robert

Rogerson

2072

Leisure 17

Dun Laoghaire

Glyn

Williams

2073

Leisure 20

West Mersea

Richard

Simmonds

2074

Leisure 23SL

Seamak

Falmouth

David

Sullivan

2075

Leisure 17

Carousel

Loe beach,
Cornwall

Guido

Gouders

2076

Leisure 23SL

Padiga

Yerseke 4401
Niederlande

Nigel

Watts

2077

Leisure 17

Rainbow

Trailed,
Cambridge

Geoffrey

Stevens

2078

Leisure 20

Spring Fever

North
Fambridge

Roman

Boro?

2079

Leisure 23SL

Fajnaa

Kamien
Pomorski
Poland

Kevin

Moss

2080

Leisure 17

John

Pardue

2081

Leisure 20

Nae Hurry

Thurstaston

Albrecht

Handke

2082

Leisure 20

Avontuur

Blossin, Berlin

George

Morrison

2083

Leisure 23

Guiding Star

Stornoway
Harbour

Ramon

Eggleton

2084

Leisure 20

Bagpuss

Fowey

Peter

Janssen

2085

Leisure 23

Marie

Norway

Maylandsea

Windermere

Names of recently joined members not listed here will appear in the next
edition
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News From Scotland
Christmas and New Year have passed and I have been away
for a cruise in January and now it’s time to look forward to
the summer. Along with all the other things I have to do at
this time of the year (tidying up the garden, power-washing
the paths and patios) it’s time to get the boat ready for
another season. On several occasions recently I have got up
on a nice sunny morning and thought “ might get the boat
anti fouled today”, then I step out the door, feel the
temperature and reconsider.
This year we are not craning in the boats till 23rd April, so
there is really plenty of time. Over the seven years I have
had “Sundance” my beloved Leisure 23SL, I have totally refurbished the interior, fitted new windows and new rigging,
overhauled the engine and fitted new instruments. Maybe
you have read in earlier editions of “Saltings”, what I have
done and have seen the pictures of the final result. Much
time and effort has been spent on her. Having said that, I
don’t regret a minute of it. There have been many hours of
pottering pleasure in and out of the water and I wouldn’t
have it any other way. Having done all that work, I hope this
Dolphins alongside off Elie Lighthouse
year will be mainly anti-fouling and varnishing with a good
check over on the engine – a Volvo 10hp twin cylinder that drives the boat along nicely.
Having served on the committee of Elie & Earlsferry Sailing Club for 35 years, during which time I have been
Sailing Secretary, Vice Commodore, Commodore, Rear Commodore and P.R. Officer, I have decided to retire
from all that, at the last AGM in November. This year I am looking forward to a season when I can sail where
and when I like without having to concern myself about sailing club affairs. With a good summer ahead I hope
to get a lot of cruising done.
We are very lucky up here in the Firth of Forth. We have many interesting places to visit and lots of summer
festivals, events and gatherings to enjoy, within just a couple of hours sailing. One of the early summer events
in June is the Sea Queen Festival in St Monans (3miles East of Elie). That is always a good day out. A local lass
from the senior class of St Monans primary school is brought into the harbour on “The Reaper”, one of the last
“Fifie” fishing boats. She comes ashore to the sound of bagpipes and is lead to the stage erected at the harbour
for the crowning ceremony. There are lots of stalls, bands and
food –it’s a great day out.
During this season, my pal Jim Kenyon and I plan to take our
L23s down to the Farne Islands visiting harbours along the way
for a pint or two. All we need is a reasonable spell of good
weather to make this a great trip.
No doubt all boat owners are into “let’s get ready” mode – so
let’s hope we have a good summer, when we can all enjoy the
great buzz we get from our boats.
Fair winds and calm seas to you all . . .
Steve Blaney

Crowning the Sea Queen

Sundance and Free Spirit in St Monance Harbour
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News From The Norfolk Broads
Winter time is usually a hibernation
period, but before we all went to
ground we enjoyed our Laying up
Supper/Christmas Bash at the Acle
Bridge Inn on the 4th December.
Twenty three of us turned up and
had a very good evening. Many of us
not having seen each other since the
Fitting out Supper.
We were pleased to welcome new
members Keith and Barbara Dennis
to join us. One or two changes have
occurred. Sadly Chris and Maureen
Furneaux have had to sell their L20
Harmony, and now have a motor
boat, but will continue to join us when ever possible. Jeff Harteveldt, is selling his L23SL Charlotte,
having purchased a Pegasus 800.
After that we all seemed to go to ground, although there has been some activity going on under
the boat covers during the winter, and also in the home workshops for those items which can be
taken home to work on.
Over the Laying Up Supper, we did manage to finalise our 2016 season dates. I am not well
organised, but the Norfolk and Suffolk Boating Association want dates for their “Green Book”, so
here goes:
Leisure Events in 2016 on the Norfolk Broads
Friday April 8th

Fitting Out meal at the Acle Bridge Inn

April 30th – May 3rd

Barton Turf week end

May 21st - 28th

Southern Rivers cruise

July 5th - 8th
September 3rd & 4th

Northern River Cruise
Weekend at South Walsham

h

Friday December 2nd

Laying Up Supper – Probably at Acle Bridge

If you would like to join us on any of the above events for the first time, please contact me.
My details can be found on the Contacts Page, under the Committee heading.
So for now it is on with the boat jobs, and I hope to have a more action packed report next time
Alison McTaggart L23 Tranquility
Twenty three at the Laying Up Supper is a great compliment to the comradeship which exists
within the Broads Group - Editor
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Letters And Emails
Beware of berthing at Kings Lynn
Kevin, I much enjoyed reading “Breakout into the Wash” in the December Saltings.
I have only sailed in that area once, crewing on a Twister. We had stayed a night at Wells (not
nearly so difficult to enter as I had imagined provided that the buoyage was carefully followed) and
decided to go on to Kings Lynn due to the yachtsmans’ urge to go to somewhere not previously
visited.
An hour or so after leaving Wells we tried to contact Kings Lynn to arrange for a berth, the
moorings apparently being dealt with by the Tourist Office there. We phoned many times but got
no answer, and decided that as it was a bank holiday, perhaps the office was not open. We
contacted the harbourmaster, who would have been pleased to help but had no authority to do so;
for all he knew, the berths might already have been booked and let by the tourist office!.
So we took the huff, turned right, and went to Grimsby instead! My reason for writing is just to
say that a prospective visitor to Kings Lynn should perhaps make early contact before committing
themselves too far!
Paul Sutton, L23 Wild Child
Thanks Paul, have never felt the same about the Wash after reading about “bad” King John
“allegedly” losing his crown jewels there in 1216.
A novel way to attract new members
Kevin, congrats on your new position. I have a suggestion which might help with recruitment of
"new blood". You should make up a simple document with the details of the club, then monthly or
whatever go on Apolloduck, Gumtree, eBay and send it electronically to all sellers of Leisure boats,
asking them to pass it on to whoever buys their boat. Worth a try?
Best regards
Wesley Adair, L17 Mira
Thanks Welsey. Food for thought there. Will investigate - Editor
Trophy Success on the Coquet
Kevin, as a follow up to my last email. I am chuffed to bits to have won 2 trophies for my sailing
last season. Not bad for my first season and sailing the smallest boat in the Coquet Fleet!
Please could you forward measurements for a spinnaker or Cruising chute etc. for a Leisure 17. I
tried finding them on the site with no luck. My plan is to make "Lil" faster for this season. Also what
length should a spinnaker pole be for the Leisure 17?
Kind regards
Alan Purdy, L17 Lil
Suggested Alan try Arun Rockall Sails - 023 9252 0700 or
Rod at Quay Sails(Poole) - 01202 681128 Both sailmakers know Leisure yachts well
Spinnaker pole – Anybody? – Editor
New Engine Installation
Kevin, last year the original Volvo engine on my L27, Cariad, finally
died. It had been doing rather unpleasant things ever since we
bought the boat seven years ago. It always seemed rather
underpowered and although we had it serviced regularly, there
was always a lot of black stuff coming out with the exhaust water.
Also there was some very black oil in the bilge - not nice!
Elaine and I went to the London boat show and bought a complete
engine and saildrive from Beta Marine for £6,000 including VAT. The
new engine will be delivered to the boat yard in Dartmouth where
Cariad sits and will be installed soon. We are really looking forward
to going afloat again this year and using the new engine.
John Foreman Leisure 27 Cariad
Looks good John. Hope installation goes smoothly! - Editor
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Letter And Emails
L17 Cruising the Firth of Forth
Kevin, I bought my first sail boat a Leisure 17 in 2015
at the ripe old age of 61.
After looking on various web sites including the Leisure
Market Place, my friends Drew and Carol Storrar were
out for a walk at Dalgety Bay on the river Forth, near
Dunfermline, where they saw a Leisure 17 for sale.
They thought this would be a great boat for me to start
learning to sail. I went for a look and phoned the
owner who was working in Ireland at the time and
agreed a price for the boat. Now I was a proud owner
of a boat called Milestone. This is where my journey
began.
Milestone had been out of the water for 2 years, but
after a good power wash, was already looking much
better. The outboard is a Yamaha 4 horse power 2
stroke, this was removed from the boat and taken
home to be stripped down. After strip down, I found
the water pump area was not in good condition so it
Milestone sailing on the River Forth
was decided to completely replace the water pump and
impeller at a cost of £80.00. I was very grateful to Drew for carrying out this work for me. After it
was re-built and tested, it pumped water very well and ran like a wee sweetie. All the halyards
were replaced on boat.
At the start of May 2015 it was time to launch Milestone. All the work on the boat and the launch
could not have been done without the help and advice given by Dalgetty Bay Boat Club members.
So a big thanks to them. With Drew I sailed up the river Forth under both Forth bridges to
Blackness, Milestone's new home, where she sits on a swing mooring.
Now the fun started - learning to sail. Drew and myself had about 4 trips on Milestone where he
taught me the basics (not just putting up the sails). Time ran out for more instruction since my
friend and his wife Carol were off to the west coast of Scotland to sail their own boat Freebird, for
the third consecutive year.
This left me to my own devices, or my own sailing techniques. On my first voyage I rowed out to
the boat and prepared the boat to sail. I started the outboard (not experienced enough to sail from
the mooring yet, too many boats about). As many readers will be aware a Leisure 17 is very
forgiving to the amateur sailor. I discovered this more than once! But slowly I remembered what
Drew had taught me about putting in reefs etc. I had a great 2015 summer. I sailed to Charlestown
Harbour, Limekilns, Port Edgar and one of the trickiest, Cramond. I also sailed around Inchcolm
Island. So what a year! Why did I leave it so late to learn to sail? I have enjoyed every single
experience and have sailed my Leisure 17, twenty nine times. I am so looking forward to the 2016
season!
Gordon Yates L17 Milestone – Blackness Boat Club
Gordon, it's never too late to appreciate the joy of sailing and the special merits of the L17 – Editor

LOA member swimming the Channel – without a wet suit
Kevin, I sail my Leisure 23SL, “Hastaway” often with my border collie, Saffy, on the River Crouch
and regularly the boat can be seen anchored whilst I go for a swim. I would like to raise some
money for Havens Hospices, a fantastic organisation which offers respite and end of life care to
children and adults. Firstly in June, I will attempt to swim across the River Crouch from
Battlesbridge to Burnham On Crouch on one tide. Secondly, as part of a six person relay team of
four ladies and two gents, I willl swim across the English Channel, from Dover to Calais. With a
pilot boat, we six will rotate swimming in one hour stints until we reach France. The channel swim
and the Crouch swim will be done without wet suits.
If anyone would like to sponsor me they can do so at my “Just Giving” page.
www.justgiving.com/Mark-Riley1967 or by sending a cheque made payable to Havens Hospices
and posting to Mark Riley, Grido House, High Street, Canewdon, Essex, SS4 3
Glad we just managed to squeeze this in Mark. Best of luck with the swims – Editor
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L27 Columbine - Deben to London
Friday 17th July – Sunday 2nd August 2015
Whilst various friends planned adventures across the North Sea, our summer cruise on Columbine
was to be a domestic affair: a trip across the Thames Estuary and up the river to London, a few
nights aboard with the kids as a “floating hotel”, and then a return trip back to the Deben with the
family. Not a particularly adventurous plan in itself, but Sarah and I decided to make things more
“interesting” by taking the children along for the ride. Leo (6) and Seren (3)!
My friend Simon had agreed to join me for the “civilised” delivery leg. Sarah and the kids would
then join me in London and we would sail back together the following week. Finally arrived on
board with Simon at 9 pm. Low water at Woodbridge Haven was about 7 am and with a big spring
tide I needed to make sure there was enough water over the bar. My passage plan was to leave our
mooring at Waldringfield on the Deben just after 7am; a leisurely trip down river with coffee in
hand should mean that we crossed the bar about an hour and a half after low water. We needed to
get out as early as possible to make the most of the fair flood tide across the Thames estuary.
A very shaky start!
We immediately got off to a rather shaky start, crossing over to the Bawdsey shore too late and
bumping across the end of the Horse Shoal (whose idea was it to relocate the Horse Sand buoy?).
Luckily it was still early enough in the morning and there wasn’t much of an audience.
Unusually we had been favoured with a fair wind all the way down the river, which meant it was
only about an hour and 15 minutes after low water as we passed Felixstowe Ferry, which I thought
was cutting it rather fine on a spring tide. Crossing the bar was interesting. As we rounded the Mid
Knoll buoy, two yachts and a large catamaran were circling outside the safe water mark,
presumably waiting to come in, but we were the only boat heading outbound. As we passed Knoll
Spit buoy the catamaran started inbound. I rather hoped he wasn’t relying on the assumption that
I had local knowledge and knew what I was doing.
Scrunch!
The shallowest part of the bar is between the Knoll Spit and West Knoll buoys, with the latest
survey showing depths down to 0.2 metres at low water springs. It was also at this point where the
swell increased as the water shoaled over the bar. Until now we had found plenty of water, but after
the Knoll Spit buoy, the depth under the keels steadily dropped to 0.3 metres. I considered turning
around, but decided this could be just as bad as shallower water lay (somewhere) to each side.
As the swell increased on the bar the depth dropped off to zero until with a jolt, and a horrible
“scrunch” from the starboard keel, we scraped over the shallowest part of the bar and away into
deeper water. Relief at having made it was coupled with anger at myself for having made a poor
decision as even in relatively benign conditions I could have seriously damaged the boat, had we
gone aground.
Free after a lucky escape
On the plus side, we now had six hours of fair tide to help us on our way. However, the wind had
filled in to the forecast Force 4 from the south west, giving us the inevitable beat to windward
down the Wallet. We made good progress with a fair tide, but ever increasing weather helm and a
lee rail nearly in the water (a bad sign on the Leisure 27 bearing in mind the height of the topsides)
showed we had far too much sail up. A reef in the main and a few rolls in the jib settled things
down, along with flattening the main as much as possible and dropping the traveller right down to
leeward.
With the ever-present Gunfleet wind farm keeping us company we tacked across most of the width
of the Wallet down to the Spitway. Other than the exhilarating sailing, Simon’s highlight was
catching a glimpse of Jaywick, scene of Channel 5’s “Benefits by the Sea” through the binoculars.
Rounding the Swin Spitway mark, we were finally able to bear away along the edge of the Maplin
Sands and down the Swin. By this stage we were considering motor sailing as the wind had eased
a bit and we were pushing against a foul tide, and keen to arrive in the Medway before it got too
dark. It seemed like time to break out the secret weapon in Columbine’s sail locker: the cruising
chute.
Up with the cruising chute
After a few minutes untangling the furling lines and sorting out the sheets I managed to get the
sail hoisted and released from its sausage-like snuffer, at which point it filled with a satisfying
“crack” and we took off on a beam reach. The cruising chute is a great sail on the Leisure 27 in
the right conditions: the weather helm disappears, the tiller lightens and you can sit out on the
coamings with th
e tiller extension, rather like sailing a big dinghy. We actually touched six knots
through the water at points, a record under sail in my ownership
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L27 Columbine - Deben to LondonAfter a couple of hours of this, the wind had dropped slightly and hauled round into the west and
we were faced with a beat to fetch the Medway. We took advantage of a lull to snuff and drop the
chute before crossing the main shipping channel into the Thames at the Sea Reach marker. I took
the decision to fire up the engine to help us along as it was beginning to get dark. With pre-dinner
nibbles wedged under the spray hood we motor sailed up the outside of the Medway approach
channel admiring the neon jungle of Saturday night, Leigh on Sea to starboard.
Queenborough in the dark
We eventually made it into Queenborough at about 10pm. Fortunately the Medway marks are all
well lit and the trot-boat was still on duty to direct us to a mooring. We were asked to raft
alongside a yacht already hanging off one of the huge grey mooring buoys. The occupants were
very friendly and waiting ready with fenders rigged, to take our lines, which was helpful as we were
pretty knackered by this stage. After hearing we had come down from the Deben they even
proffered cups of tea or beers, although we politely declined as we had already broached the drinks
locker! After a late supper and a couple of well-deserved glasses of red wine, it was time for lightsout ready for the trip up the Thames to Rotherhithe the next day.
Up The Thames
The passage planning for this leg is straightforward in a displacement boat. Leave Queenborough
about an hour before low water to carry the flood all the way up the river Thames. After fortifying
ourselves with bacon rolls we did just that, casting off from our neighbours in the raft at about
8am. The wind was on the nose as forecast (although the upper reaches of the Thames are
winding enough to give some variety) and gusting to force 5. There isn’t really time to sail on this
passage unless you have a fair wind, but we sailed out of the Medway and up as far as Tilbury,
keeping a sharp eye out for traffic on the tacks out into the main shipping channel. Despite the dire
warnings in the pilot book, a couple of more adventurous yachts were taking advantage of the full
width of the river to sail upstream.
Motorsailing – the L27 does it so well
After Tilbury I accepted the inevitable and started the engine. I was conscious of the need to get
up river before the tide turned. The L27 motor sails really well to windward in these conditions.
With a reefed main sheeted flat and hauled to the centreline by bringing the traveller up to
windward you can bear away just enough to fill the main and motor sail at five knots. This stretch
was rather exhilarating as we motor sailed hard into two or three feet of short estuary chop and a
rising wind. The L27 is usually a very dry boat, but large dollops of Thames water landing in the
cockpit managed to find their way into cups of tea and
sandwiches!
Sailing under the Queen Elizabeth II bridge was a fascinating
change of perspective compared to driving over it on the
M25. We waved at the Saturday lunchtime traffic jam as we
swept under it with the tide. If your plotter uses C-Maps it’s
worth knowing that the Dover Straits to Great Yarmouth
cartridge actually runs out of coverage upstream of the QE2
bridge. The first I knew of this was when the plotter started
showing a strange lack of detail, but we had a full set of
charts so it wasn’t a problem.
Seven loud blasts!
Just after this we had our only real run-in with shipping. Heading upriver towards the Dagenham
Motor Works wharf, we saw a large grey Ro-Ro ferry round the corner behind us and it gradually
grow larger and larger. It looked as if she was manoeuvring to overtake so I edged over to the
outside of the channel to avoid getting in the way. The wind had strengthened and it was
impossible to hear the VHF in the cabin even on full volume. I wasn’t aware that they were calling
us on the Thames VTS working channel until seven very loud blasts on their horn put the matter
beyond doubt. Even after extensive research I’m still not sure what this sound signal means, but it
was clearly directed at us. I called them on the VHF and found they intended to come alongside the
Dagenham jetty rather than overtake. We were clear of where they were heading, but the pilot was
concerned that we might tack and head back down river. He politely asked that we make our best
speed to clear the dock area; I had to confess that 5 knots through the water was our best speed.
Shooting the Thames Barrier – reef down!
After dodging the Woolwich ferries and various anchored barges and hulks we sighted the Thames
Barrier, having previously called London VTS to obtain clearance. However, when we were about
300 yards away, I heard London VTS hailing us again on the VHF.I knew from the pilot book that
you are not permitted to sail through the barrier if you have a working engine. However, we were
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motor sailing so I had assumed this would be acceptable. Barrier control firstly asked if we were
using our main engine, which I assured them we were. However, they went on to ask if we would
please put in another reef before we reached the barrier. By this time we were approaching the
spans fast with the tide under us so rather than a second reef I decided to simply drop the main
until we had passed through. I went forward to the mast to haul it down and it was at this point
that the only major disaster of the trip happened as my favourite sailing cap caught the breeze and
disappeared overboard.Talking to the harbour master at South Dock later I found that they have
had issues with yachts losing control and bouncing off the barrier.
Marine tourists and a berthing challenge
From here onwards we were in sight of classic London scenery: the Millennium Dome, the Isle of
Dogs, tourists waving from cruise boats and eventually the Cutty Sark. Unfortunately as skipper I
didn’t really have much opportunity to let it sink in, but I tried to make sure I took a good look
around whenever possible. A few miles from Greenwich I called up South Dock Marina to enquire
about locking in and was told that if I gave them a shout when we were five minutes away they
would have the gates for us when we arrived.
Bouncy at South Dock Lock and a mooring challenge
The threatened cross-tide in the lock entrance wasn’t a problem as we were nearing high water and
the huge grab-loops of hawser hanging down, made the lock easy to negotiate. However, there
always seems to be a swell in the Thames in this area so it was quite bouncy in the lock and a
relief when the outer gates closed and everything levelled off. I asked the lock keeper about our
berth, to which the reply was “I hope you like a challenge”. We had been allocated an inside berth
right at the inner end of two finger pontoons tucked in behind a monstrous motor cruiser called
Pegasus. This required a right-angled turn at the end of the row of pontoons and the berth itself
was probably about six foot longer than Columbine. Luckily there is no tide and very little wind in
the marina. I managed to reverse into the berth without incident, helped by a friendly Scouse lady
who walked down the very wet side deck of a houseboat in just her
socks (Eh!!– Ed) to take our bow line. She had seen us coming in
and felt sorry for us being allocated the berth of doom.
South Dock Marina sun trap and steeped in history
Out of the wind and in bright sunshine we were both roasting.
Stripping off oilskins and fleeces we sorted out the shore lines
before cracking open a celebratory beer and quickly tidying up the
boat. Soon a 10-minute walk to Surrey Quays underground station
saw us on the Jubilee Line to Stratford for the connecting train
back to Ipswich. As we trundled homewards on the packed
stopping train we toasted a successful passage with half a bottle of
wine from the night before and an orange apiece; pretty much all
that was left of the fresh stores.
Return to the boat - with children!
After a couple of days back in the office, Sarah and I and were
back at Surrey Quays tube station with the kids for the beginning
of the return trip (we eventually worked out that Canada Water is
actually a slightly quicker option). South Dock Marina was a great
option for a stay in London; the location isn’t quite as spectacular
as St Katherine’s Dock, but it is steeped in history. The old
Greenland Dock in which it is situated was one of the first on the
Thames and it has a lovely laid-back atmosphere with lots of live-aboard boat owners.
Unfortunately, by the end of the week, and after an enjoyable few days seeing the sights of London
with our own “houseboat” as a base, it was clear that the forecast for the weekend looked nasty. As
a succession of low pressure systems swept in from the Atlantic. The Friday evening Shipping
Forecast threatened Force 8 to 9, possibly 10 later for sea area Thames.
Weather upsets the plans
Clearly there was no way we were heading out into the estuary in those conditions, and I also had
to be back in the office by the following Tuesday at the latest, which didn’t leave us any time to
wait for a better weather window. We bowed to the inevitable, reserved our berth for another
week, and caught the train home. The following Friday saw us all back at Canada Water for what
was hopefully going to be the final time. There is no fuel available at South Dock Marina, there is a
large petrol station at the nearby Surrey Quays Tesco so I had brought along an empty 15 litre fuel
can which I filled up there and trundled back to the boat in a wheelie suitcase to make sure we had
enough reserve fuel for the homeward trip.
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The forecast now promised light and variable winds on the Friday followed by Force 4 from the
South or South West over the weekend, all served with a side order of fine weather. Perfect
conditions for the passage back to Suffolk. This would be our first long passage with the kids on
board and I was feeling quite apprehensive, not helped by having an extra week to think about
things. We had to extricate Columbine from an awkward berth, lock out of the marina and then
make it through two long days of sailing with only the two of us as both crew and child minders to
Seren (three) and Leo (six).
Weather good but tides wrong!
The week’s delay had also ruined my plan of sailing with fair tides in the morning for an early finish
and some entertainment ashore for the kids in the evenings. High water at London Bridge was at
14:45 so I planned to lock out about an hour before that. Dining options are limited around the
marina so we settled for fish and chips from a Chinese & Chip Shop in Rotherhithe; the owner
gave the kids a huge sack of prawn crackers for free!
I had decided that discretion was the better part of valour and asked the marina if they could lend
us an extra pair of hands to assist with warping out of the berth. By taking lines ashore from each
quarter it was actually quite easy to haul the bow around into the wind and motor off into clear
water. However, as we approached the lock, two boats were coming in, which led to some rather
nervous backing and filling in the confined marina to hold our station and keep the lock exit clear.
It was also clear from the wildly rolling masts of the yachts coming in that conditions in the river
were rather less tranquil than inside.
Eventually the gates creaked open to discharge the incomers and we motored into the lock ahead
of a small tug, which was also locking out. I took the upwind side on the basis that the wind would
help us off when we departed. The outer gates opened to reveal a rather lumpy looking river
Thames. As the tug had indicated that we could go first, Sarah gave the bow a shove away from
the wall and I motored away. Wary of the cross tide I kept a fair amount of way on and emerged
into the river without incident.
Why have the kids gone quiet?
For some reason, the children have a habit of fighting like cat and dog in the cabin during all
particularly difficult manoeuvres, and today was no exception, but happily my level of concentration
meant that I could tune them out. This stretch of the Thames was very choppy and had us
bouncing around in an unpredictable manner, to the point where I was a bit worried about Sarah
falling off the boat as she brought in the fenders. However the motion had a strange effect on the
younger members of the crew; both were sound asleep within 10 minutes of leaving the lock,
remaining flat out through all the sights and sounds of the tidal Thames until about Tilbury.!
Sailing with two adults and two small children seems to be functionally equivalent to one adult
sailing single handed, so on this leg I had stashed the handheld VHF in the cockpit. This was
enormously helpful as I could keep on top of the various shipping movements on the London VTS
frequency from the cockpit. I also had charts, pilot book and pencils wedged under the sprayhood
so that I could navigate without needing to leave the helm (and so the kids couldn’t draw on
them).
Nine knots over the ground and waves over the bow
We made stately progress for the first hour against the last of the flood tide, but our speed over
the ground quickly increased as we passed the Thames Barrier and headed past Woolwich until the
plotter was registering 9 knots over the ground at times with the assistance of what must have
been 4 knots of a big spring tide. The slight breeze was dead on the nose, so we doggedly motored
in the direction of the Medway at full speed. I was keen to make sure we got in before dark. Given
our starting time this didn’t seem to be a certainty.
In the event, the tide meant we covered the ground quicker than I expected. It also kicked up
some impressive waves in Sea Reach as we headed for the Medway. Leo and Seren were awake
again by this stage and scoffing prawn crackers. They loved this part, clinging to the cockpit grab
handles and competing to see who could spot the biggest wave about to break over the bow. Sarah
was less impressed, and was relieved when we finally rounded the Nore and bore away for the
Medway, although this brought the waves onto the quarter and led to some interesting rolling.
Queenborough by 8pm, time for a G & T
We were in the Queenborough channel by 8pm (around 6.5 hour trip) where the faithful trot boat
guided us to a vacant swinging mooring. This was much appreciated as a simpler alternative to
rafting alongside another boat. Nobody had fancied cooking under way so we had to feed the kids
and put them to bed before we had the chance to broach the gin and toast a successful exit from
London. After checking the forecast for the morning (smooth or slight sea state and south-westerly
winds of force four or below) we set the alarm clock for 7am to allow an 8am departure and hit our
bunks.
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The decisions of passage planning
The passage planning for the next day required more thought. I had originally planned to go up to
West Mersea for the night, but high water at Woodbridge Haven was at 14:00 on the Sunday so
this would mean a ridiculously early start to get into the Deben on the flood. Brightlingsea or the
Pyefleet looked like more favourable options. However, because of the week’s delay, we would have
foul tide all morning. It seemed to me that if were getting on well, there was an argument for
simply carrying on down the Wallet in the afternoon to get ourselves closer to home and avoid
wasting the favourable tide. In the end we decided to wait until the Wallett Spitway buoy to make a
final decision.
The sea state had dropped right off overnight and we had a fairly flat motor sail out of the Medway
and across the Thames to the Maplin sands. The winds were fairly light at this stage, but northeasterly rather than from the south west as forecast! The foul tide meant our progress over the
ground was limited to 3 knots at most, which made for a long morning’s motor sail, although at
least the sun was shining. As the Swin Spitway buoy came into view again, the tide finally turned in
our favour and the wind had swung around to the south and increased to a steady force four. At the
Wallet Spitway buoy it was clear we would have the perfect wind to take us down the Wallet. It was
only 4pm with four hours of fair tide to run and it would have been silly to pass this up. We
hardened up from an almost dead run through the Spitway onto a beam reach and took off down
the Wallet.
Best sailing of the trip
This was some of the best sailing of the trip, and we made it from the Spitway to the Medusa Buoy
in a record time (for Columbine) of about an hour and forty five minutes. Unfortunately Sarah
wasn’t really enjoying the conditions as the wind was kicking up the usual uneven seas in the
Wallet. My plan now was to slip into Walton Backwaters for the evening. However, this was a bad
idea for a several reasons. Firstly, it is hard to pick out the navigation marks heading in from Pye
End into the setting sun. Secondly, I hadn’t really had a chance to plan this out properly. Thirdly I
had not factored in the large spring tide and that we were only about two hours from low water.
Panic - 0.3 meters on the sounder at Pye End !
The third point was brought home to me by the depth sounder as we began to run out of water
soon after leaving the Pye End buoy. The sounder dropped to 0.3 metres and from previous
experience I knew there was shallower water ahead. With a degree of panic I swung the tiller
round and with a rather messy gybe we turned back for the safe-water mark. Fortunately we made
it back without going aground, but at this stage the crew, who had been relieved at being out of
the Wallet and nearly at journey’s end, were distinctly mutinous at the prospect of any more
sailing. I turned to port and did what we should have done originally: followed the edge of the
shipping channel into the flatter water of Harwich Harbour and up the Stour. As soon as we
rounded the Harwich breakwater the conditions settled down (as did my threat of keel-hauling from
the crew) and we were soon cruising up the flat waters of the Stour bound for a night at anchor at
Ewarton Ness.
Not so peaceful at anchor in the Stour at Ewarton Ness
As the wind was now in the south east we anchored on the west bank along with a number of other
boats and settled down for a rather late supper. Unfortunately the long day and late finish had
unsettled the kids and bed time was not harmonious. I felt sorry for the occupants of the other
boats who had anchored for a quiet evening only to suffer an evening of caterwauling and parental
recriminations. We woke to an almost flat calm the next morning with very light winds from the
south east. The long sail the previous day had put us in a good position to get home and our main
concern was not to arrive too early on the flood. A leisurely breakfast was in order. Getting under
way about 8am we motored down the Stour and back out along the edge of the shipping lane
before crossing the main channel via the recommended craft track at Inner Ridge (passing just
behind the stern of a huge incoming Maersk container ship). The wind was still fairly light, but
there was enough to make it worth getting the sails up and motor sailing.
Return over the bar without one bounce!
We crossed the bar into the Deben a little over two hours after low water with plenty of depth, a
very calm sea and with plenty of flood still to take us up the river. Rather a contrast to the outward
trip!. We even managed to sail up as far as Ramsholt before giving in and starting the engine so
that we could get back in time for lunch. The kids were bored of sailing by this stage and were
hiding below playing with various electronic devices, but they did deign to come out on deck and
wave at the sailing club as we approached Waldringfield.
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The dinghy was still on the mooring, about a quarter full
of rainwater and growing a fine crop of Deben weed. I
bailed it out, attached the outboard and we headed
ashore. The kids had clearly been cooped up in 27 feet
of space for much too long and were desperate to stretch
their legs. They went tearing off along the beach and
spent the next couple of hours playing with friends. My
mother-in-law had kindly come to give us a lift home
with a picnic lunch and a very welcome beer, which I
enjoyed as I ferried our kit from the boat back to the
beach in the dinghy.
We had covered just under 200 miles since leaving the
mooring (my suggestion of a quick trip up the river and
Waldringfield on the Deben
back, to take us up to a round total before picking up the
mooring, was solidly vetoed). Columbine had performed faultlessly as always and looked after us
well even during my less intelligent moments.
I felt a strange mix of relief, satisfaction and tiredness. In retrospect the trip was probably too long
for the kids, but we didn’t have much option given the way that the tides and weather had worked
out. At least we had made it back in one piece and with fighting confined to those members of the
crew under the age of 7!
Jon and Sarah Bloor, L27 Columbine
Jon, Thanks for taking the time to put this log together for the members to read. Taking your two
young children was a brave effort, but I am sure they will still be reminiscing about it long after
they have flown the nest. - Editor,

LOA On Facebook
The LOA Facebook group is growing all the time, we are now up to 160 members. The group is
pretty active Not many days go by without someone adding to the group page. No doubt things
will quieten down now the sailing season has probably finished for most of our group, except for
a few hardy souls that will continue through the winter. The photographs that are put on there
certainly give other members ideas for their own boats. We would obviously like more members
to be on the group as it is a very informal way to stay in touch with other like minded souls.
I think the appeal of it is the ease in which you can read posts, and add your own posts and
then of course you can easily post photos and even videos. We did at first think that it may have
been used as a medium for members to post details of sails or trips that they were doing,
hoping other members may join them, but that has not been the case. It is more for showing
their boats off and keeping everyone informed of what they have been up to, sailing wise.
The members are from far and wide as you can imagine, So those LOA members who are
already on Facebook, please take a look at our LOA Facebook Group, you may be surprised at
who, or what you see on there.
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Leisure 18 Miss Clare
No, the 18 in the title is not a typing error.
Most people I meet are unaware that a
Leisure 18 was even built. I am glad she was.
I would like to say a little about her.
Incidentally it is my boat pictured on our LOA
website, photographed as I bought her in a
berth in West Wick marina on the River
Crouch in January 2011.
Brian Cory Boatbuilders Ltd in Kent built my
boat in 1996. (The L18 is a completely new
design by Brian Cory who negotiated with
Brian Meerloo (the builder of the original
Leisure 17) to attach the Leisure name to
this new trailer sailer. - Ed)
We are a rare breed, less than a dozen were
built. It is the first cruiser I have owned and I have enjoyed her for the last five years.
Sailing for the most part single handed, I have enjoyed sailing from Hullbridge on the River Crouch
to many marinas around the River Blackwater, including having barbecues on Osea Island,
Heybridge Basin, club dinners in Brightlingsea, Bradwell, Tollesbury and West Mersea.
I have sailed on other occasions to Titchmarsh in the Walton Backwaters, Shotgate, up the River
Orwell to Ipswich and up the River Deben to Woodbridge.
A ten-day cruise across the Thames Estuary to sail around the Isle of Sheppey through the River
Swale and up the River Medway, then to be made welcome by the Medway Yacht club, was a good
outing. I always enjoy anchoring up for the night in a creek or river and cooking a nice meal with a
glass of wine.
The ‘18’ is a superbly safe and relatively easy to sail boat.
With all controls leading back to the cockpit, I am able to
reach the mast just by leaning forward, so reefing is made
very easy, especially with the use of reefing lines, a stack pack
and lazy jacks. She has an inboard/outboard 6-hp 4-stroke
outboard engine in a cockpit locker well.
Being classified as 3 berth, there is ample room and storage
space for one or two. The previous owner fitted an insert
panel in the ‘v’ of the cabin berths, with a fitted a cushion in
the down (bed) position. This panel can slide up and be locked
on to the mast support, at a suitable height, as a table. Ideal
when I have company or grand children on board. Three nights out with them last year was
excellent. They were then aged 7 and 9 and can now sail their own Optimists.
I have had fantastic fun with my boat and joining the Up
River Yacht Club in Hullbridge was a life changing decision.
I joined the club with no experience about seven years ago
after doing a weeks RYA level 1 and 2 dinghy sailing
course. The fantastic club members shared their wealth of
knowledge enabling me to progress as outlined above.
They have my heartfelt thanks.
Since the Crouch is a tidal river, the size of the boat is
ideal even if sailing on one tide, down and back up the
river for a few hours. The worst conditions I have sailed in
was a couple of years ago around from Harwich in force 8
winds and sailing home to the Crouch and getting cold and
wet to the core.
I won’t do it again deliberately but the boat looked after me and I learned a great deal from the
experience. I bought better sailing clothes immediately and now even carry swimming goggles on
board. Generally speaking it is a very dry boat without the often-damp conditions allegedly
associated with bilges which are rarely other than bone dry.
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Leisure 18 Miss Clare
At time of writing it's nearly Xmas. Miss Clare is still on her mooring and I can’t wait to go for my
next sail in her, come the New Year

The cabin

Brightlingsea

Still room for guests

Sailing home approaching the River
Crouch

David Dean L17 Miss Clare 72 years young and a member for 5 years. Where next?
Thanks for sharing this with us David. Your enthusiasm shines through! See the pages on the
Leisure 18 for more info - Editor
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Update On The Leisure 18
The L18 wa a completely new design by Simon
Cory. The Cory Yard in Kent, around 1994,
negotiated with Brian Meerloo (the builder of
the original Leisure 17) to attach the Leisure
name to this new trailer sailer.
My emails to the boat builders Brian Cory
produced disappointingly little information, but
it is believed that around 12 were built and
sold around 1996.
Some ten years later, Mark Gowland set up
Laymar Marine and bought the L18 moulds
from Brian Cory and commissioned Cory
Yachts to produce hulls for fitting out. Mark is
a member of the LOA and sails an L18, Gizmo.

These photographs were kindly provided
by Mark and I asked him about the
current situation with the L18 and had
this reply.
“The first “new” Leisure 18, sail number
001, was launched in August 2014.
As expected, the boat sailed well, but I
was not happy with design of the
outboard well – I felt that it was too big
and the outboard sat too low.
The outboard well was later modified. It’s
volume was reduced. The transom in the
well was increased in height and the
locker lid reworked, to enable the
outboard to sit higher. A fairing plug was
also made to fit around the outboard leg, to reduce drag and turbulence in the well.
Another modification we made was to the
boat's transom. The cockpit of the Leisure
18 is relatively deep, with high coamings.
This makes it a very safe environment for
the occupants, but because of its large
volume, it will not drain quick enough to
meet current RCD requirements for selfdraining cockpits.
Therefore, we have installed two large
drain sections in the transom, each side of
the rudder tube, to satisfy the RCD
requirements whilst retaining the large safe
cockpit.
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Update On The Leisure 18
We started building our second L18,
sail number 002, in January 2015 and
the build is progressing well. The hull
& deck are bonded together, window
apertures are cut. The L18-002 will
have flush fitting windows.
The mast support re-inforcements are
laminated in, anchor locker is
laminated in, inner tray is laminated
in, fender is installed, rudder tube is
installed, bulkheads are made and are
currently being laminated in...”

There is more information about the L18 on the LOA website and on YouTube.
http://www.leisureowners.org.uk/main/content/leisure18.html
Youtube-1- L18
Youtube-2- L18
The L18 story is still alive, and “production can increased if there is a demand”.
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First Steps On A Leisure 17
I bought "Lil" a 40 year old Leisure 17 on April 1st 2015. It's moored in Amble Marina,
Northumberland. My first season in my first boat! I
joined Coquet Yacht Club soon after and although "Lil"
is the smallest boat in the fleet, I was welcomed to join
in races and cruises. The social life is pretty good too,
with many a night passed in the clubhouse.
I tentatively spent my first week with Lil, practicing
going in and out my mooring. The pontoons at Amble
marina are spacious. Prop walk caught me out a few
times and so did the wind and tide, but I managed
mainly because of the marina staff and the lads on
boats next to Lil.
There's only one thing I haven't managed to do yet, and
that's to reverse. I have a 4hp Suzuki outboard which is great for going forwards, but sorting
reverse seems a mystical art. After my first week, I was itching to take Lil out to sea. I told the
marina my plans, checked the weather and tides, plotted a basic course up the harbour and in to
the bay. I checked everything twice. I was ready!
I didn't want to make a hash of it. The sun was shining and the marina was busy. In my mind it
seemed everyone was out to see the "newby" mess up. I slipped my mooring lines and pushed Lil
back along the pontoon finger. As I mentioned earlier....reversing? I pointed Lil in the direction of
the sea and stepped aboard. Accelerating to 4 knots ( local speed limit) I glided out in to the
harbour channel. The fishing fleet were returning and as each boat passed I got a friendly wave,
which I returned. Passing through the harbour mouth pier heads, was a bit choppy but I had every
confidence in Lil.
Turning to port I could see the bay and the whole coastline, Boulmer, Alnmouth and even
Dunstanburgh castle. Gorgeous! I saw no other boat and the radio was quiet. I put my engine to
idle and now it was time to play, to see what Lil could do. All lines come back to the cockpit, so I
set the mainsheet and Lil took off. I lifted the outboard and then set the jib on the roller reefing. I
cruised up and down the coast, loving every minute. Whilst getting an impressive suntan.
I learned to tack, gybe etc and was really impressed with my little pocket cruiser. Thereafter I was
up and down the coast every chance I could, weather permitting. Being a "big" lad of 20 stone on a
small boat. I still find the berths comfortable. There is just enough room for my family and the
dogs. It would seem that talking to others, no matter how big the
boat, people still bemoan the lack of space! The standing joke is
that you can tell when I am onboard - my mast sits well over.
Suddenly it seems sailing and nautical stuff had taken over. This
year I was voted in as Sailing Secretary for Coquet Yacht Club and
now I'm even more involved. Lil was lifted out in November. Club
lift out day was a revelation. I knew Lil was a bilge keeler but had
never seen the keels till then. I bottomed out on the foreshore
outside the club and a hoist lifted her out and placed her on her
trailer.
I finally found something I don't like, anti foul scraping! But I am
looking forward to April again when the new season starts
Alan Purdy L17 Lil
Alan you sail on a beautiful and relatively uncrowded part of the
coast and your experience underlines why the L17 is such a
fantastic “starter” boat; its safe, well balanced and very forgiving.
However you mentioned a family and dogs . You sure its an L17?
Editor
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L22 Shy Talk in The Western Isles
Don Thomson owns Leisure 22, Shy Talk, which he keeps in Banff. Don cruises in the summer and
in the winter months updates/writes for visitmyharbour.com. an essential resource for all Uk
cruising folk. Editor.
Monday June 22 Tuesday June 23 - Isle of
Skye to South Uist, Hebrides
Stayed here today. Monday, in Carbost Loch
Harport on the Isle of Skye. Tomorrow I am off to
Loch Skipport on South Uist, in the Hebrides
proper. About eight hours I hope. Then I could
really be out of touch! Made it. I am swinging
gently around the pick in the famous Wizard Pool
on Loch Skipport at the north end of South Uist –
I’m in the Hebrides – Yeah! It was a 27 mile
trip from Loch Harport on the Isle of Skye
It started off hard – I had over thirty metres of
anchor cable to haul in and it took its toll. Anyway,
it was quite obvious that I couldn’t sail up Loch
Harport – the topography had twisted the northerly
wind around so it was just about in my face – and I
wasn’t going to spend all morning tacking up that
at 2 ½ knots!! So I motored until the wind came
broader on the beam as I worked my way out and
when it did, I rolled out the genny (I’d sailed off
the anchor with the main up as usual)
Where is the breeze?
Gloom! I was only getting about 2 ½ knots goose winged but I soldiered on hoping for more wind
as I cleared the land shadow. It did slowly increase until at one time I was swishing along at almost
five knots on a beam reach. I had that for a couple of hours and was beginning to hope for a
brilliant day's sail. Not to be; when I got out into the open sea the wind dropped and at mid day I
had to add a bit of engine which slowly increased until it was all engine and I rolled in the genny
leaving the main hauled tight to reduce the roll.
The Marie Celeste?
And that was the way it continued – though I did come across the Marie Celeste (or her great,
great, grandson). I had seen several yachts and heard others on the radio but basically had the sea
to myself when a yacht slowly appeared broad on my starboard bow. Over the next half an hour I
kept my eye on him – he was running with just the main sail up so, with the wind on his stern I
assumed he was motor sailing. Whatever, our relative positions meant that it was me who was
going to have to give way. In the end I altered to starboard to go astern of him and passed about
fifty yards behind him as I regained my own course. I looked for some one to wave to – no one,
nadda. The cockpit was empty and the pilot house unmanned (it was a big, Bermudan rigged ketch
with a galleon stern and a windowed pilot house on the main deck – pretty boat) But he didn’t see
me – just ploughed happily on his way without a care in the world!!
South Uist in a calm!
So I ended up here on South Uist where the wind is supposed to blow the feathers off the seagulls
and there’s hardly a breath – in fact the sun is just about breaking through, so, cuppa tea and a
slice of chocolate brownie, then I think I might go for a gentle row around. Might have to motor
again tomorrow but Loch Maddy is supposed to have petrol so that’s not a worry – I’d better top up
the tank from the 5 litre cans; 1hour engine to get out of Loch Harport and 2 ½ hours on route –
should be about 1 ½ cans. I love my new engine.
Wednesday 24th June 2015 Loch Skipport S Uist to Loch Maddy N Uist
Woke to the sound of drizzle on the coach roof; not a good sign. Started hauling the anchor cable
in short at just gone 0815 and broke out at about twenty five past – oh boy, was it mud covered.
My gloves got so much mud on them I couldn’t pull them off because they were so slippery!!
Trouble was that I was in a fairly narrow little spot and we were gently drifting towards the rocks
(with the main up, of course!) as I desperately pulled away at the recalcitrant gloves. Got there in
the end and gybed her round and thought – “I could sail her out of here” so that was what I did
(with the engine gently ticking over, just in case) You’d have to see a chart of the place to see what
I took on (zig zags, flirting with the rocks) but it worked and felt quite chuffed with myself (and
nobody to cheer – ‘s always the same – plenty of people to watch your boobs but nobody sees your
quiet little triumphs!!)
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Rain and drizzle but there is power and Wifi!
But there the fun ended – outside it was grey, and drizzly
with very little wind so I had to add a little engine and, in
the end it was all engine. Four hours later I arrived here
(after a 20 mile trip) at Loch Maddy to find that, as well as
visitor’s buoys, they have a brand new set of pontoons –
complete with shore power and water points. So
everything is hanging up to dry (outside at first to drip,
then I’ll bring it in to sit in front of the fan heater to dry
off). It’s meant to be summer but today and yesterday I
was in string vest, long johns and gloves. I’m now off to
the café where, I’m told, they have free wifi – upload this
and check the weather, emails etc. If the weather is
following the pattern that it set a couple of days ago I will
be here for a few days – having another rest – well, it is meant to be a sort of holiday – nowhere to
go and all day to get there!
Wednesday June 25 Loch Maddy
I've had a look at the weather and am now in a quandary. There are gaps of lightish winds
interspersed with periods of strong winds (too strong for Shytie) Tomorrow, Thursday starts off ok
but the wind strengthens during the afternoon and makes Friday a write off . I might get round to
Leverburgh then but do I want to? It's dead comfy here, I can walk ashore and there's a Ceilidh on
Saturday evening. But next week is promising to be even worse. If I push on North tomorrow I
could get marooned in a loch short of Stornoway, the next target. I'm so chuffed to have made it
to the Hebrides that I haven't planned much further. Will have dinner ashore and sleep on it!
Storm tonight,
21:00 Back on board. First storm is blowing through tonight. This little marina is full. There's a
little 24ft Snapdragon but after that they're seriously big! There's another blow again tomorrow
night - just one after another until Tuesday when there's a faint chance of a lull for a couple of
days. Talking to a lady from one boat - they are contemplating going for a long cruise. "Where? "
“Somewhere warm- I'm fed up wearing more clothes on my summer holidays than I do at home in
winter!”
Thursday June 25 Loch Maddy – A chance missed?
Feeling a bit daft. It was a miserable, windy morning and I elected to get on a bus at midday to go
down to Loch Boisdale where there is a new marina which I wanted to get the gen on for the
website, visitmyharour.com. As soon as I got there the wind slackened off and the sun came out.
It looks as though I could have made it into shelter at East Loch Tarbert this afternoon and then
tomorrow gone on to Stornoway before the wind picks up tomorrow evening. Admittedly it would
have been force fours and fives which is on the limit of my personal envelope but it would have
been behind me and do-able.
A chance missed? But you should have seen it this morning - it had blown a gale through the
anchorage overnight and was still blowing hard through here at 1100 this morning - so to a certain
extent I can forgive myself - but it does mean the weekend here and beyond I fear. As I write the
wind is picking up again - and, had I left at 1300, I'd just now be turning across it to get into
shelter - so maybe not a bad idea in the end to stay put.
Friday June 26 Loch Maddy – Force 9
It was a rough night here.. Luckily I had doubled up my warps - 'coz one parted. It blew a Force 9
through here - not at all comfortable and it's June The wind is still quite strong this evening but
has veered round to the South West. The shore power dropped off during last night and so far that
has produced only shrugs and scratching of heads. Oh well, worse things have happened at sea!
Saturday June 27 - Tuesday June 30 – still marooned in Loch Maddy
Here it comes. It's forecast to build through the night to gale force by breakfast and then late
afternoon start dropping off to a reasonable strength by dawn on Wednesday. Here's hoping - then
I can continue with my cruise! Marooned on my boat!! The pontoons are rocking and rolling and
the wind is howling - if I have to go ashore it would be a good idea to wear a lifejacket!
The electricity on the pontoons has failed again etc, etc, etc Never mind; got a spare gas bottle
for my heater, a stew in the pressure cooker and plenty to read; And they are promising better
weather tomorrow - so it's not all bad.
The wind has gone
The wind? It's gone, just like that. Two hours ago one had to battle one's way against it and my
wind generator was going so fast the overvolts regulator was cutting in - and now there's just
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gentle breeze. Hallelujah!!
Wednesday July 1 Loch Maddy to East LochTarbert, South Harris
Slept through alarm (think phone ran out of charge! ) Set off an
hour and a quarter late. Arrived here (Plocrapool Bay, East Loch
Tarbert, South Harris) at 11:30. Sun is shining - now time for
lunch and a snooze. Good trip covered 22 miles
Thursday July 2 Plocrapool to Stornoway, Isle Of Lewis and whales
STORNOWAY At Last!! After a week of storms we've gone totally
the other way and I've motored from Lochmaddy to here with a
night stop at Plocrapool. Today the fog was awful; just short of
five hours staring into a frosted gold fish bowl from the inside
and then it burnt off just as I ran into a school of Minkie whales.
Hundreds of puffins - you have to be crafty to see them because they disguise themselves as
guillemots in a flock!
Tomorrow is supposed to be settled so I'll depart from here and return to the mainland at
Kinlochverbie. It's only a couple of miles further than Ullapool by sea from here but it'll be a long
day. Set off about 07:00 and arrive at about 18:00. Then I could go round Cape Wrath towards
home but in reality that is only four day's sailing (plus delays for weather) and I don't have to be
back in Banff until mid August - so I think I'll make my way South from there and come back inside
Skye, exploring as I go. Never thought I could get this wee boat here so I'm quietly chuffed to
bits! The HM came down with a welcome pack – including a miniature of whisky!! Think I'd better
see about visiting some "friends" while I'm here! (Hmm Brighton Marina are you reading - Ed)
Friday July 3 Stornoway back to the mainland, Kinlochbervie, in a flat calm
Well, how about that! L22 Shy Talk has reached Kinlochbervie just 20 miles south of Cape Wrath.
Today's leg was a long one (43 miles) and without a puff of wind until about four miles away. It
just was not worth putting the sails up and trimming everything up for sail navigation - so I didn't
bother. It was just brum, brum, brum all the way. Navigation across the tides worked out. I set the
heading on the auto tiller as I left Stornoway and didn't change it from 0800 until 1430 when I had
to alter to miss some rocks. I would have run into them but I was only 200 yards out after 36
miles! I know - but if I don't blow it who will?
Decide not to back around the top via Cape Wrath
As I said earlier I'm not going round Cape Wrath because that would leave nothing much to do that
I haven't done before, so on Sunday afternoon I'm going to bimble round to Loch Laxford - all of
five miles- and have an explore there. Funny thing is that I had planned to wander down the West
coast at some stage. A couple of winters ago, I printed off large scale charts of the places I might
visit and that folder is still on Shytie! Its 5 pm and time I thought about doing something with the
mince I bought yesterday at Stornoway. Perhaps not - I had scrambled egg on toast for brunch (it
was so flat that it was nearly possible to fry them!) and I'm not really hungry - grazing on energy
bars and milk chocolate doesn't help either I suppose.
Saturday July 4 Kinlochbervie – more gales
Another day of gales. Trapped in harbour, boat jerking
erratically, warps stretching under stress, fenders
being squashed, halyards rattling against the mast in
controlled fury. Eight hours of anxious vigilance ahead.
I'm rafted against another boat, desperately trying to
avoid damaging his pristine gelcoat with my old
fashioned wooden rubbing strake. This the third full on
gale/severe gale in ten days- and its the height of
summer.!
Sunday July. 5 – Kinlochbervie to Loch Laxford
Today Shytie and I started to wend our way back
South. I watched the Formula 1 race this afternoon but
at the critical moment I ran into wifi streaming problems, so missed the excitement but eventually
got to know that Lewis won. After that I cleared away for sea to potter round to Loch Laxford and
I’m anchored in a little bay called Weaver Bay. Had to motor for quite a bit but managed to bimble
into the Loch under genny at a gentle 1 ½ knots – that was enjoyable until the drizzle set in and
the wind dropped off so I ended up coming to anchor under engine.
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I tried to make a video of the entrance but found the camera battery was low on charge which
distracted me. Then the coast guard decided it was time to do the 16:10 weather broadcast and to
cap it all an angler blasted out from behind an island with a screaming outboard engine. At that the
director yelled “Cut” and went into a dramatic “sulk” The annoying thing is that I was on shore
power at Kinlochbervie and could easily have charged up the camera battery there. Doh!.
Now I am at anchor in Loch Laxford with the petrol generator going to supply 240 volts to charge
the camera battery so I thought I might as well write these notes up while I can keep the charge
on the laptop as well. Oh – the phone – better plug that in as well – it always needs charging and,
although I can charge it from the 12 volt DC supply on the boat – I might as well use its 240 volt
charger. It’s amazing how, over the years I’ve gathered lots of bits and pieces that make life so
much easier on board! I must watch the weather – generator has to be run out in the cockpit
(exhaust fumes) but it doesn’t like the wet.
I’ve veered (laid out) 15 metres of cable. It should be enough but the breeze is now blowing
straight into this little bay – which faces North I’m also anchored where there are some mooring
buoys and I haven’t laid out a tripping line (watch this space!). So a cup of coffee, a tidy up whilst
this generator is bashing away, and then it’ll be time for another curry. Chicken on the menu
tonight. And I must work out some times for tomorrow because there’s a tidal choke point on my
passage up the next loch so I’ve got to arrive at the right time or anchor and wait!
Monday July 6 2015 Loch Laxford to Loch Beg/Loch Glencoul – fog and little wind
It should have been a nice lazy day today. I didn’t have to set off until about one o’clock, as at the
end of the passage there was a tidal choke point and the stream wouldn’t be favourable until about
five o’clock. The day started off sunny but the breeze
started to come up a bit, but couldn’t decide which
direction it was coming from. There was a faint anxiety
because we’d swung around the anchor quite a lot during
the night. I had a couple of mooring buoys near me and I
was a bit worried that, having decided against bothering
with a tripping line on the anchor, I might end up cussing
myself. (Note a “tripping line” is a line you attach to the
back of the anchor so that if the anchor catches on
something “down there” you can pull on the tripping line
to release it backwards, so to speak). I had two worries,
a) would the anchor come up and b) what direction would
the wind be from when it came time to go. Both concerns
proved foundless – the wind chose to blow slightly across
the bay so that when I weighed anchor (came up easily without a speck of mud) I was gently
easing towards the mouth of the bay. Out came the genny and we sailed out of the bay in good
order, with no one to applaud as usual.
Here comes more fog
Turned westwards towards the open sea and was headed by the wind (which was only giving me
just under 3 knots anyway) so on came the engine. Had a chat on the radio with a boat that I had
met in the Caledonian Canal (he heard me trying to raise the Coast Guard to say good morning and
tell them where I was going). Half way towards the sea I ran into fog and the Cally Canal boat
called me up to see whether I’d caught the ten past one weather broadcast. I hadn’t and just as I
was closing off with him another yacht called me. He’d been listening to our conversation and
wanted to advise me that he might be opposite-direction traffic in the fog. In the event he wasn’t
and I didn’t see hide nor hair of him.
Anothe gale forecast but at last the suns comes out
And that’s how it continued for the next three and a half hours and I had to alter the passage plan
as I had intended to thread my way through the Badcall Islands to the South of Handa Island – and
there was no way I could do that in the fog. I’ve had the VHF on in the hope that I might get the
forecast. Got most of it and I’m definitely here for tomorrow – force 5 to 7 possibly gale 8. I came
out of the fog looking for a couple of small islets on the beam. Couldn’t see them until I realised
that what I thought was a lump of the mainland were my two islets!
The visibility began to improve and we sailed into sunshine, breathtaking scenery and a light
breeze on the beam. Up went the sails, briefly since about half an hour later the wind stopped and
it was back to engine until I arrived here in Loch Beag at the end of Loch Glencoul after shooting
under the Kylesku Bridge (79ft clearance). A day trip of around 15 miles.
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It’s a very deep hole right in the middle of the mountains
and I really wanted to anchor quite close to the northern
edge (Northerly winds tomorrow). By the time I’d got the
anchor down, it naturally was beginning to blow all of a
sudden and also started to rain. I’d drifted out more than I
wanted . I’m in 10 metres with 30 metres of cable veered
but I may have to veer another 10, which will be my lot. –
We’re not dragging yet and I’ve set the anchor alarm on the
Garmin Nav Plotter to 90 feet – so we’ll just have to wait
and see. Time for tea/dinner cum supper – and, hopefully
a pleasant evening.
Loch Glencoul
Tuesday - Wednesday July 8 Anchored/gale bound in Loch Glencoul/Loch Beag Yesterday was weird. The spot I had anchored in the previous night (and had led me to go to bed
after midnight worried about anchor drag) was perfect for the day. The wind had swung around to
the Northern sector and I was quite well sheltered even though it was blowing quite strong and
drizzling hard. I just stuck the gas heater on and hibernated. In the early evening I stuck my head
out and was amazed by the sound of waterfalls. Water was cascading in torrents from the
mountains around me. A waterfall, that had been quite impressive when I had arrived, was now
awe inspiring, there must be a big tarn up there for so much water to be coming out of just one
place. I’ll have to look on Google Earth when I next get a connection.
The wind had continued to back round during the day until it stopped coming from the Eastern end
of my small loch (Loch Beag) and by evening was coming from the North West; it turned the boat
around and started to bring my anchor cable with it in small grumbles as we changed position. So I
have new anchor bearings today.
No communications and running out of reading material
I’m finding the total lack of communication very strange. It’s something you think little about until
it's absent! I’ve no reception on my steam radio (not even Radio Gael), phone and internet are out,
and I can’t call the Coast Guard because he can’t hear me. Once every three hours they transmit
the weather forecast but as Shytie swings around her anchor I fade in and out of reception which is
very weak. I’ve ended up writing down what I can hear and hoping I’ll hear the missing bits on the
next transmission. Anyway, from what I can work out it should be ok by tomorrow lunch time to
have a stab for Loch Inver. Whatever, it is strange to be alone, with just the wind sighing in the
rigging and the grumbling of the anchor cable. Into the bargain I’m running out of reading material
My last one is lauded by the Observer, the Sunday Independent and the Irish Times – boy is it
prosy, almost Dickensian in its style – not my sort of thing at all.
Are there eagles here?
Question – do they have eagles this far north in Scotland? I know they were introduced back into
Mull in the nineties and can be seen on the Small Isles – but up here in Sutherland? ‘Cos I saw a
pair of birds soaring up round the tops of the mountains this morning which were either eagles or
buzzards but too far for real recognition by an amateur such as me. I wonder if I’ll get any
company this evening? I don’t think there’ll be many boats moving anywhere, though the weather
might be ok for a crewed boat somewhat longer than Shytie! Lunch time – tuna mayonnaise
sandwich – again!!
Idle musings at anchor
It’s quiet, the day dawned sunny with a light southerly breeze rippling the water in scuds in places
and leaving it mirror flat in others. It’s beginning to cloud over as the moist air begins to lift over
the hills and as I was told by an Uncle in Bute so many years ago – if you can see the other side of
a loch in Scotland it means it’s going to rain and, if you can’t, it means it is raining. I can see the
other side which is bathed in patchworks of moving sunshine – but it will probably rain before the
day is out, if my Uncle was right! Since he told me that I have heard it quoted all over the country,
but for me it was always “his”.
It’s not totally quiet, I can hear what I think may be a lark but I’m not sure. Last night I could hear
seals hooooting and playing at being Halloween ghosts – eerie I don’t have to make a move until
two thirty and will end up anchoring in another loch in the early evening – from the looks of the
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charts there are mountains swooping right down to the waters edge so I do hope that there is
some sunshine either in the evening or later in the morning. For the moment all I have to do is
drink in the atmosphere of this wonderful place in the “wilderness” My Goodness!! I’ve just seen a
camper van halfway up the side of my loch – must be a road up there – how dare they! Oh well,
mustn’t be selfish – they can share, there’s a lot of it to share!
I can confess to a slight anxiety; in my laziness last evening when I anchored I didn’t bother to
put down a tripping line on my anchor – could have a battle picking it up if it’s caught in ground
tackle associated with the nearby buoys – mind you, I don’t think they can have much ground
tackle on them – they were under water at high tide yesterday evening when I set the anchor light
and turned in! (Note. “anchor light is a paraffin hurricane lamp which has to be lit and hung in the
fores’l sheets)
Thursday July 9 Loch Glencoul to Lochinver
And so to today after a 23 mile trip around the
headland to Lochinver, or Loch Inver, where I shall
probably stay until at least Saturday since yet again,
the wind is over limits for me
Saturday July 11 Lochinver and more wind
This morning's dilemma - no wind and the sun's
shining. Well it's not really because they're forecasting
5s & 6s later on, but I bet some of these boats take off
leaving me feeling "less than" again - especially as I've
caught up with a friend I met last year ( Murdoch
McGregor). His boat's the same length as mine and he's
been romping around the Fair Isle and Shetlands makes my meanderings look like a trip on a boat lake!
Gas, petrol, food and books all running low
Busy day ahead with some logistical problems. I have to get a new gas cylinder from the chandler
(quite close), another two cans of petrol (1 mile), more books (again, quite close) and a major
shop (1 mile). Distances are important because my back starts playing up after about quarter of a
mile. Chandlers first I think and then the shop. With a bit of luck the petrol station will be open
tomorrow (Sunday) and that can be done then. Have to be careful here because we're in the “Wee
Free country” and they can be quite fierce about "The Lord's Day Observance"
A useful chat with another boat owner. Big shop is best done at Ullapool - they have a Tescos.
Petrol is easier at Ullapool despite having to row ashore, it's right on the water's edge. So, dilemma
over; I've got the gas refill so just need some basic foods for the weekend - and the shops are
open tomorrow. I've also picked up a little buoy to make a "proper" tripping line. Nice lazy day
ahead!
Sunday/Monday July 11/12 Storm bound in cosmopolitan Lochinver
Probably go round to one of the Summer Isles tomorrow and then on to Ullapool next day. So I will
be out of contact until Ullapool. Watching the forecast. Wouldn't be at all surprised if I'm still here
tomorrow night. Now not meant to ease until mid to late afternoon.
I could push it and get round to the Summer Isles in the evening but there's no rush. Some big
boats have arrived today looking glad to be in shelter - one definitely was; he'd broken the gearing
in his steering wheel. An engineer has had a look and pronounced it dead! He got in here using an
emergency tiller - which has been remodelled by the engineer into a full length tiller so he can
carry on with his cruise. That's about all the excitement we've had today - quite a little community
here now; Swedes, Norwegians, Irish, Brits (both English & Scots varieties! ) - and guess which is
the smallest as usual? The one colour I will remember from this cruise is grey; grey skies, grey
sea and grey horizon.
Is it really too windy or is it just me?
Had to have a serious talk to myself this morning. Forecast SW 4 to 5. Now I have this unwritten
rule "If there's a 5 in the forecast, stay in harbour", but it's the first day it's been below a 6 for
days and all the bigger boats were preparing for the off and I was trying to tell myself that I should
be too. But common sense and cowardice won the day. For a start they were all going North so the
wind will be with them - I'm heading south west so and trying to convince myself that leaving
harbour and butting into a force five was a good idea. Tomorrow will be a much better idea so here
I stay. It doesn't make me feel good about me and my boat - but it sure is the more sensible idea.
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Tuesday July 13 Lochinver to the Summer Isles; off again at last
I’ve been thinking “Plenty of time” but we are half way through July already. I have to be back in
Banff by the last week in August, at the latest. Hooray, I’ve finally left Lochinver and pottered
around the corner to the Summer Isles, and, guess what? the sun is shining hazily through some
high cirro-cumm and it’s quite warm.
Totally unsatisfying 12 mile trip today. Two 30ft + boats went out ahead of me and I saw them set
sails and romp off on the port tack when they reached open water. So, giving myself extra room I
tried to do likewise. Two things happened 1) it became immediately obvious that my bilge keeler
couldn’t point as high as them and 2) the wind would only give me about 2 ½ knots so it would
take all day and half the night to get where I was going. So refurled the genoa and motorsailed.
Tiller pilot woes
In the middle of all this my tiller pilot went berserk, wound itself out to its full extent and refused
to co-operate with any button pushing. Nothing for it, I was going to have to steer the rest of the
way – ok, so it was only another 3 hours, but it’s still a pain. Didn’t take long before I made up a
jury rig to hold the tiller sort of steady – string and bungee thing which at least kept her fairly
steady for five minutes or so before she drifted off under engine
And so we continued for the next three hours. At the next headland one of the yachts who’d sailed
off on the port tack met me, now on the starboard tack. The ignominy of it! There was me
plodding along on the outboard at 4 knots with the main up and flapping and he comes romping in,
fully sailed and blast him, going faster than me!
Sailing at last
The coast we were following was slowly bending round to the left which meant that the wind got
slowly broader on the bow and I was finally able to dispense with the engine and go fully sailed,
but still a good knot slower than him and at least an extra point off the wind (quickly now you
sailing people, how many degrees to a point?). However I was able to weather the next headland
without “pinching” too much and then realised I could go further off the wind if I went between two
islands which were quite close together.
Anchored in Tanera Mor, tiller pilot “fixed” and the sun is out
It got a bit sphincter puckering as the wind altered a bit between the islands. I definitely had to
pinch to squeeze round the exiting headland but made it with about ten yards to spare. So, finally
across a bay and into this small bay (Tanera Mor) with a BEEG rock in the middle – where, a couple
of nights ago, otters were seen playing, so I’m ever so hopeful. I’ve got the tiller pilot working
again but am not convinced. I pulled it apart, checked everything and then partially reassembled it,
plugged it in and it worked. Finished reassembling and, blow me, it didn’t work – but, and this has
happened before, all I had to do was loosen off a couple of screws a half turn or so and, hey
presto, it worked. I remember being told by the chandler that it was probably because the screws
holding it together are self tappers- which will dig in deeper as they are fiddled with. Hopefully it
will work tomorrow and I can idle my way down the coast to Ullapool and, with a bit of luck, pick
up a visitors' buoy for the night.
I’ve been joined by a 28 to 30 ft boat who is obviously fin keeled ‘cos he’s anchored out deeper
than me (mind you he has an anchor winch so it doesn’t really matter that he’s got miles of anchor
cable out). I’ve anchored in a couple of metres and veered only 12 meters (it’s half tide so that
couple of metres will end up being about 4 metres – which is why I’ve got extra cable veered.
And now? Sit in the sun with a book I think – long time since that’s been an option I can tell you!
Wednesday July 14 Summer Isles to Ullapool – the sun shines at last
This morning started off bright and sunny but by half nine it started to cloud over with cu and altocu before the sun had time to warm the air up. It’s still fairly cold up here for the time of year. By
that time I was ready to sail – everything tidy, just a matter of waiting for the tide which will not be
favourable until midday. Trouble is that I could wait here and maybe gain a third of a knot of tide or
I could sail and lose a third of a knot of tide – is that going to make a huge difference over 13
miles? The answer is that if I go now it’ll take longer to get there but I will, in fact, arrive earlier
than if I wait for the tide – so, might as well stir me stumps, up anchor and away. Wonder if the
tiller pilot will work properly all the way. Time will tell!
A glorious sailing day after a near miss!
Lets try again! I have had a glorious days sailing. I arrived here at Ullapool at just gone 14:00 and
the tide, in fact, was pretty negligible. Mind you the day was not without its excitements. When I
weighed anchor it came up with a cats cradle of weed and I was trying to clear that when I looked
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up, all was NOT well with Shytie was making her way gently towards a "beach" of boulders!
Hastily I returned to the cockpit steered her slowly away. Boy, was she slow to take the turn. I
sweated as the echo sounder got lower and lower - but she came away, just. I went up for'd and
cleared the rest of the weed away (thinking - how can the Welsh eat this stuff?) and settled down
for a nice sail. I wasn't in a hurry so I could accept whatever speed I got and it was lovely. Sun was
shining, fluffy alto cu across the sky, wind just perfect.
Down through the Summer Isles
I didn't go the direct route - I threaded down through the Summers Isles. At one stage the wind
got directly astern so I got the whisker pole out to go goose-winged (bit of a struggle - but I got
there in the end) and I thought I might lose the wind when I went behind Isle Martin but none of it.
I had cleared away the pole as I turned South and had to tighten up the sails to come into the wind
- and she flew. I had seen a big tops'l schooner coming up the main channel outside me and he
will have seen me vanish behind the island - only to reappear like a bullet, heeled over and on a
collision course. It was alright - I knew he would be there and tucked in behind him and we
proceeded up the Loch together, Wild Swan and Shytie
Had a dance with him in the bay - well, how was I to
know he was going to turn round and go alongside
backwards? AND he didn't give three toots on his horn to
say he was going astern - actually it was all very good
natured and we had a chance to exchange pleasantries as
I cut across his stern.
Buoy Shambles in Ullapool
So, I proceeded to a visitors buoy in Ullapool. Now, I'm
pretty good at buoys and can be scathing about others'
efforts. What a mess I made of this one. Three goes it
took me, plus a trip round to rescue a "man overboard"
(my boat hook). There was a squally wind running
through the moorings which didn't help. That's how I
dropped the boat hook - couldn't hang on and had to let go. However the second try I missed the
pick up buoy altogether. Anyway got there in the end. Went ashore to shop and idle - and came
back to find my dinghy painter tied up under water - and I am a Bristol Channel man!!
Never mind - it was a lovely day and I'm bushed. Here is a nice
sunset from the mooring in Ullapool
Thursday July 16 Ullapool to Loch Ewe – flat calm
I left Ullapool at 0800 this morning. It's a lot easier letting go
of a buoy than picking it up - especially as it was flat calm.
And so it remained for most of the 23 mile trip. When I got into
Loch Ewe there were many places I could drop the pick but my
original choice had to be discarded as they are now saying the
winds could veer round to the S or even SW so I've come down
here and anchored off Poolewe (has the famous gardens)
which is located at the southern end of Loch Ewe. I'd done all
my sums and worked out what depth I needed to anchor in with one hour of the ebb left and that
is what I did, nice and close to the shore. This was all in flat calm. The forecast is for the wind to
veer round into the East or SE and the spot I'd chosen was dead right for that (I hope)
Gale warning
Half an hour later the wind built from the NW! It blew straight down the Loch at me, lifting waves
up and snatching at the anchor chain - and me just thirty yards or so from the beach! The waves
started to increase as they reached shallower water where I was parked. In the end, having made
good and sure Shytie wasn't going anywhere I got in the dinghy and rowed ashore to dry land and
to stretch my legs. When I got back the tide had risen a metre and the rocking and rolling had
reduced and over the next hour it went calm! I could cook a curry without being tossed into it!
Now it's 9.00pm and the wind has started to rise again with a gale forecast. This time it's in the
East and Shytie has turned to face it, dragged the anchor cable round with her and we've settled
down to face the forecast F9. The cable is still holding and the wind is parallel with the shore
(eventually it will be off shore if the prophets are to be believed) so that the risk of being blown
ashore dragging my anchor has gone - but I will still sit up late to keep an eye on her - and I've
dug the spare anchor out of its locker just in case.......
Don Thomson, L22 Shy Talk
In the final instalment, near disaster at Poolewe. The lifeboat is on its way -Editor
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Floor troubles with an L22
Whilst sailing last year on my Leisure 22, Sailor Vie, I felt that he floor in the cabin sloped too
much and I was determined that this year I was going to put down some foam under the carpet to
bring it back more level. After lifting the carpet and taking away the skirting board I found that the
floor had dropped where the bonding had broken away from the internal moulding.
The previous owner had just pop riveted it in the position where it had dropped. No amount of
force could lift it back to its original level, after taking out all the pop rivets. I came up with the
idea, of using a car tyre inner-tube, a flexible piece of plastic pushed under the floor and then
pumping up the inner tube with a car tyre inflator. It was difficult as the floor was well and truly
wedged stuck and I had to deflate and reposition the inner-tube several times before the floor
finally popped back to its original height and position.
I have now used nuts and bolts to fix the floor. I have also left the inner-tubes slightly inflated
under the floor to give some support to the floor. Last picture show it back to its original level. No
need for the foam under the carpet.
Now it is just a matter of re-sealing all those holes either side of the mouldings with filler, tidying
up and refitting the new carpet. The cabin should look much better with the new beige carpet. The
floor still flexes under my (heavy) weight , but I feel reassured it will hold and take my weight,
especially with the inner-tubes giving some support.
Don Mapp. L22 Sailor Vie

The cabin floor boding has broken along the length of the moulding

Inner tube tucked under the floor

Tube inflated

Floor raised to original position

Hmm. It's an “interesting” problem when the bonding between cabin floor and cabin/bunk
moulding gives way. Its not easy to gain access to the underside to repair the bonding with glass
fibre. Nor is it easy to support the floor in the correct place whilst any glass fibre repair sets hard.
This is an interesting work around Don. A few more inflated inner tubes and she will be
unsinkable!- Editor
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Upgrading L27SL Vindelis
My wife and I bought the Leisure 27SL Vindelis, in
August 2014. We previously had a motor boat, but felt
we couldn't use it as much as we would like, due to the
cost of fuel and so time to turn to the power of the
wind. We sold our 27 foot Rinker sports cruiser and
bought a 19ft Sea Wych yacht as a cheap way to learn
to sail. If we didn't like it we hadn't lost much money.
Starting with a Sea Wych
We spent a few weeks getting the boat seaworthy (our
kids named her The Black Pearl) and of course painted
the hull black .She she was ready to go in the water. It was spring and after a few Youtube videos
on how to sail, I set off across the Solent. I put the main up, pointing into wind and pulled the jib
out. I turned the boat just off the wind and wow we were off! I shut down the outboard and pulled
in the sails nice and tight and we were really flying. The faster we went the more I had to pull on
the tiller to keep her straight and within minutes there was an almighty bang as the boat heeled
over then she turned herself into the wind.
The tiller had snapped off so I let both the sails fly and quickly put the jib away and dropped the
main. I lashed the tiller to the rudder stock started the outboard and motored back in. An eventful
first sail! After repairing the tiller and a few more times out on the water, I could sail on all points
of sail and just needed to improve my sail trim – but I could get about on the water. We had
several holidays on the boat over to Bembridge, Ryde and down the Medina River to watch the Isle
of Wight festival. However, with my wife and three children on board we realised we needed a
bigger boat.
Bigger boat search
Ou principal needs were accomodation for us all and bilge keels. We narrowed down our search to a
Westerly Griffin and a Leisure 27SL. We bought the Leisure due to to the overall condition of the
boat and we got a feeling that it had been extremely well cared for. We collected the boat at the
end of the season and on our maiden trip we went to Bembridge. She sailed perfectly and had
enough room for the family. We dried out on the beach at Bembridge for the night, very proud of
our new boat. The following day on a rising tide I put the boat into reverse and there was a horrible
grinding noise,. I quickly took it out of gear and the noise stopped. I thought “this is going to be
expensive”. I thought the gearbox had had it as I put it into gear again and the same thing
happened. I called a friend who towed us back home.
With the boat back in her mooring I started removing the gearbox. With the boat afloat I
disconnected the prop shaft from the gearbox and slid the shaft back. I supported it with some
wood and then removed the gearbox. (Just a few bolts and the selector cable). It was soon
apparent what had happened. The splined drive on the gearbox had lost its splines and so had the
plate to which it mates and which is attached to the flywheel of the engine. I removed the
damaged parts and re fitted the gearbox so the prop shaft could be well supported when the boat
dried out at low tide.
A search on Google revealed that this is a quite a common problem with
the Volvo 2002 engine. A company in Cornwall could re machine the
damaged parts for me. I sent them the parts and they sent them back
after charging about £600. They hadn't just repeated them but modified
them so now there is no metal to metal contact and it shouldn't happen
again. After re assembly all was good again and she ran perfectly. Alas,
now the season was over.
We spent the winter adapting the boat for our needs, this included fitting
an Eberspacher heater. We bought the heater second hand from eBay
and bought all the ducting, controller, twin outlets, exhaust skin fitting
and fuel pipes new from eBay. I set it up in the garage and made my
own wiring loom as the heater had previously been used in a van. Once I
got it all working in the garage I spent a day fitting it to the boat.
Next we fitted a tv with a mast top aerial. The tv was 12 volt and 240
volt with a Dvd player and Freeview. We get a better picture than we do
at home. I fitted the aerial with the mast still up. A friend
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winched me up the mast, i drilled a hole in the mast at the
top and bottom and put a rubber grommet in both. Then I fed
a fishing line down the mast with a weight on and my friend
fished it out at the bottom. I'd like to say that it was easy but
it took hours. We then pulled the coax cable through and
connected it all up.
The cockpit looked tired so I made some templates, did some
haggling at the boat show and fitted Tek dek to the cockpit.
We needed a microwave to warm my babies bottles so I
measured the gap below the cabin entrance and after much searching on the net found a
microwave that was a perfect fit.
We had stand alone radar on board but I wanted
AIS so I fitted a Lowrance chart plotter and
matching AIS VHF radio which fed AIS data to the
chart plotter . Also fitted was a sonar transducer
so I can display depth data as well.

The last job of the winter was to design and
build a cockpit table so we could all sit in the
cockpit for breakfast. Last season was really
good and Vindelis fulfilled our needs perfectly,
with many trips to the Isle of Wight. This winter
she is about to be lifted out and I'm going to
drop both keels. Inspect the studs, have new
nuts and plates manufactured and re torque the
keels. So I will be able to report on that soon.
David Molony L27SL Vindelis

The Leisure 27SL is actually a Mirage 27 built by Thames Marine, marketed and sold by Boating Scene of
Basildon Essex. The rudder is transom hung and propulsion is by gearbox and prop shaft.
Brian Meerloo the MD of Cobramold who built the orginal Leisure 27's told me that he had never licensed the
use of the Leisure name to Boating Scene, but they used it anyhow. The L27SL is a Mirage 27 with a different
internal spec. They sail well and are probably better balanced than the orginal Cobramold L27s, the transom
hung ruddder provides more cockpit space and the side decks are wider. However the Thames Marine L27SL
does have a problem with the nuts and plates which hold the keel studs. These nuts and plates often corrode
badly in the bilges . In the orginal L27 from Cobramold this has never been a problem since all the fixings were
covered and sealed in flo-cote. - Editor
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L17- Tackling Stanchion Leaks
I have been plagued by leaks in the cabin of my Leisure 17 for many years and finally began to
investigate the sources. Many of the through-deck holes carry bolts tomount the lifeline stanchions
and I discovered that none of my stanchions had been mounted with bedding compound under
them. Whether there was some kind of sealant under the washers below decks I am not sure. In
any case, the bolt holes appeared to be the cause of the leaks, as could be seen by water stains
below the mounts.
I set about to see how to remove them. At first it seemed that cutting away a piece of the ceiling
shell was necessary to reach the bolts. This edge of the ceiling is covered by a decorative plywood
piece, so a bit of cutting does not show. I did this by drilling many holes and cutting through with a
hacksaw. It was a lot of work for the two forward stanchions.

Bolts exposed by cutting away the ceiling shell
with this clever device.

The long bolt lengths preclude the use of an ordinary
ratchet

I would not need to do all this cutting if I could only get access to the bolts with a long wrench of
some kind. I found the solution at Amazon in the form of specially-designed ratchet bits and
extension pieces for a ratchet wrench. The sizes are metric.

The long ratchet bits with the
extension set

With the extensions I was
even able to get up under the
transom section

Wiping off the oozing excess gave a neat
and hopefully waterproof result

After loosening the bolts I was able to lift up the stanchions and get some silicone under them. I
am still wondering why my Leisure was not fitted out properly.
This looks a late L17 model. Those L17s I have worked on did not have any interior moulding
enclosing the through deck bolts which are in clear view above the cabin “shelf”. Wish I had seen
that long ratchet. It would have saved hours fiddling around singled handed, replacing jib tracks –
Ed.
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Sprayhood for a Leisure 17
Research
A few months ago I had the idea of building a sprayhood for my little Leisure 17SL. First I contacted the LOA foru, but got the response of where to buy one. I searched the Internet and found a
blog by a guy in Victoria, BC, "Building a Dodger from Scratch".This included photos of bending
tubing, which I remembered I had seen in a book I own by Don Casey, "Sailboat Maintenance Manual". Like all of his books it is wonderfully illustrated with drawings and describes about 40 sewing
projects for sailors, including one on making a dodger or sprayhood. It is highly recommended.
Designing for the Leisure 17.
I could see from my reading that the sprayhood is usually made from two bent bows of tubing,
which both hold and stretch the canvas. The forward tube is attached to the cabin side with a deck
fitting, and the aft tube is attached to the forward tube with a swiveled/sliding fitting.
The principle fabric pieces are the top, with sleeves to hold the tubing; the windows with frames;
two triangular pieces attached to the aft tube which stretch the fabric by pulling against the aft
tube. The window section of the sprayhood is attached to the deck.
With a drawing program I was able to draw to scale and try out
the shape of the sprayhood with photos of the boat.
I decided to use aluminum tubing of 2cm diameter. 2m length
was just right, two pieces locally cost 26€. Although stainless
would be stronger and is recommended it is harder to bend.
For the fabric I located a camping shop in Holland, ESVO and
ordered.
Fabric 2m of Dickson Sunbrella Plus 34€,
Window clear vinyl. 1m of 3mm UV stable, 8€
Grommets (6€), thread, and turn-clasp deck fittings (9€)
Tube fittings I found in Germany, Inox-Expert, about 38 € for a
total of 8 fittings, 2 deck, 2 tube and 4 end pieces.
Having made a boat
cover some years
ago, I knew that my 50 year old Sears sewing machine
would do the job. But I found an older and stronger Pfaff
332 machine on Ebay
The tube bender plans I took from Casey's book, made a
rough sketch and built it out of scrap wood. The bender
works by inserting the tubing to start the bend at the
desired position. Then pulling on the arm rotates the upper, curved (30cm radius) pressboard.
As it rotates around the bolt at the centre of the radius,
it slides along the tubing, creating the bend. A second
person is useful for standing on the base board. It was
easy to use with aluminum. Not sure how it would be for
stainless steel. To prevent kinking the tubes need to be filled completely with sand. Make sure to
bend the bows exactly to mate with the tube fittings and not try to force them in place. Any tension on the fittings did not allow the aft tube to rotate on its fitting.
This I realized after I removed the sand, and as a result the necessary further bending caused a bit of kinking. To test my progress I
mounted the sprayhood bows on a board.
The making of the pattern requires mounting the bows on the boat.
For this I had to cut access holes in the ceiling liner and drill holes
through the deck for bolts. Cutting the liner seemed easiest by
drilling many holes along the outling and using a hacksaw blade to
cut out. A backing of PVC hard plastic and washers seems ok. The
same PVC was used to cover the ragged holes.
Bit puzzled by this. Why not just screw the fittings which hold the
tubes, to the deck - Editor
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The tubes can now be firmly fixed in the desired position. Pattern material of paper or plastic sheet
can be taped on the tubes and lines drawn where seams and hems are required. At this time the
window shape can be drawn on the forward pattern. Also the tie-down points for the aft triangle
pieces should be determined and also the attachment points for the forward windows. I found that
plastic sheet and duck tape worked best. Remember to clearly label everything because hems and
seams will require extra fabric.
Trace outlines on the pattern with childrens' chalk where you want to cut your fabric. According to
Don Casey's guidelines, additional fore and aft sleeves are needed of about 10cm width. These are
sewn onto the roof of the sprayhood. Sketches are
useful to remember how you want to do the sewing.
Once the fabric pieces have been cut, you can start
to sew.
I found that the acrylic fabric which I chose cut well
with scissors and the edge held well without unraveling. Apparently a hot knife, soldering iron can be
used. Also I did not do much hemming of the edges,
which would require much trickier sewing.
Window section
Following Casey's advice, the frames for the windows are made first and then the windows are sewn
in. The frames are then sewn onto both the forward
sleeve and the top. A drawing is useful to figure out
how you want to do it.
Sewing requires squeezing the material into the limited length of the sewing machine whilst holding
things together! I found tape to work best, which can be
removed during sewing.
Check your progress by fitting to the boat. I sewed the
top fabric to the sleeves temporarily and checked it out on
the boat. Later took out the forward seam to sew it to the
window frame. Then I checked out the window and top
assembly to finally decide about the port and starboard
end-of-window-frame sections and the triangular tie-down
pieces. I put in three extra grommets to allow tying the
windows temporarily. There are grommets on the main aft
tie-downs strengthened with extra fabric.
If things don't fit properly you can always make alterations. Just tape it in place, mark it with chalk and take it
back to the sewing room. I found that the forward turning clasps did not locate correctly, so I
added additional tabs on both sides of the window section.
The final result looks pretty good. Perhaps the top could be made wider to give more cover to the
hatchway. You might also want to make it a bit higher to provide more spray cover
Water can squeeze under the window section. The windows are big enough for a wide view. The
sprayhood slips easily on and off the tubes and folds down well. You can of course easily remove
the whole sprayhood, tubes and all, in one piece .
Dimensions
From the hatch along the window to the top is about 32 cm.
The window is about 20cm wide and 120cm long, in one piece. Zippers could be made to give a
two-piece removable window.
Entire width is 146cm
Height above the deck at the centre is about 39 cm.
Width across the top is 39 cm.
Distance from the forward tube to the mast is about 63cm.
Irving Dunn L17SL Sihlsee
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Thoughts On Collision Avoidance
Collision Regulations – It's all in the interpretation
The collision regulations are a set of rules issued by the International Maritime Organisation and
detail the right of way and priorities for all things afloat, within reason. Even under the sea they
are applicable in some cases. They are exhaustive and comprehensive and should be known
intimately by all those who venture out onto the water. They are however compiled by an august
body who have produced them in the most boring and at times incomprehensible manner possible.
All seafarers really required was a simple set of rules by which to guide their vessels, be they
tankers, fishermen or yachts etc. Most of us recognise the old adage – “steam gives way to sail” or
perhaps more appropriately- “starboard tack has priority”. Beyond this point, matters can become a
little vague unless you are a student of the obtuse. Knowing every detail of the International Rules
for Preventing Collision at Sea could stand you in good stead at a nautical party but may not be too
helpful when you are out on the briney where it is the interpretation that matters.
Avoid the big stuff
A large VLCC (very large crude carrier) of say 500,000 tonnes needs nearly 12 miles to come to an
emergency stop and that is more than twice the horizon distance for most of us. So it follows that
if you can see the brute, it cannot stop before it reaches you! Unless your yacht is the size of the
now retired “Britannia”, the tanker would not miss a beat of its throbbing diesel as it flattened you
and then continued on its way. There is little point in calling him up to make the point that you
are sailing and thus the “standing on vessel”. Try if you like, but for me at that distance, I prefer to
be going in the opposite direction to the agent of Shell (or whoever).
Knowing your rights is no guarantee of safety
It does not matter if you know you are in the right and the other fellow does not. It is a bit like
knowing you should drive on the right hand side of the road in Cairo. In a city of 12 million, few if
any care to know on which side they should drive. You could insist on your rights but you soon
realise that this course of action would lead to you being mowed flat. In the end pragmatism and a
sense of self-preservation will dictate that “when in Rome do as the Romans do”. In no time at all
you will be aiming like some demented rat for the nearest available hole that might appear, horn
constantly blaring, and waving both arms in the air fingers gesticulating in a curious manner as if
the fingertips were grasping a small ball-bearing. You have no idea what it means but it seems to
have the desired effect on the other drivers and this seems to be the point of the game.
Fishing boats are just dangerous
Within the collision regulations you will find that in the pecking order, fishermen have very high
rank. They can claim that they have the first right to any portion of the seaway. To show that they
have these rights, they are obliged to indicate that they are actively engaged in their profession
and not just on a late run home to be in time for tea. They do this by showing two black cones,
apex together, during the day, and at night a red over a white light. Since 1996 it is no longer
sufficient for them just to have a basket where it can best be seen. However any thought of picking
an argument with them really depends on the relative strength of your crews. Sufficient to say, just
go out of your way to avoid anything that looks like a fishing vessel.
This is not from an over-enthusiastic respect for the collision regulations, but because you should
know that fishing boats are just plain dangerous. Fishermen are oblivious of any other sea users
and will carry on as if you did not exist. They have little regard for their own safety and even less
for yours. They have only one aim- that is to fish. Everything else is inconsequential and irrelevant
as they pursue their task with single-minded dedication and with not a thought for navigation or
the observation of any regulations.
Yachts – the bottom of the pecking order
It might sound like a sketch from the Two Ronnies TV programme, but it should be remembered
that the Royal Navy looks down on the Merchant service, who look down on the Fishing Fleet, who
look down on Yachtsmen. The Royal Squadron looks down on everybody – but that's another story.
Gerry Askham L27SL Halcyone
Gerry is a retired Master Mariner and speaks from bitter experience! - Editor
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Checklist for an insurance claim
If you are involved in an incident that is likely to become a claim under your insurance policy, here
are a few pointers to consider: 1. Take any “first aid” action necessary to safeguard your property. After all it is yours and not the
insurance company's (e.g. if an outboard has been submerged then rinse with fresh water/oil mix
or seek professional advice)
2. If a third party is involved, be civil and express normal concern if appropriate, but do not admit
liability as this may prejudice your position. Try to obtain names and addresses of independent
witnesses.
3. Notify the police if theft is involved or there is malicious damage. Obtain a crime number
4. Tell the insurance company promptly, keeping to the facts and be “honest”. Insurance premiums
go into a fund from which claims are paid, but once the pot is empty, the required “top up” comes
from all of us by way of increased premiums.
5. Obtain estimates for the repair/replacement and forward these to the insurance company. Only
after agreement is reached with the insurers should work begin. If it becomes apparent that further
work is necessary which was not included in the original estimate, immediately consult the insurers
once more.
6. When all is complete, send the invoice to the insurer making it clear whether or not you have
already paid the supplier/repairer.
Gerry Askham, L27SL Halcyone

An Old Argument Settled?
According to a survey by a major insurance company which specializes in insurance for women,
men are just as likely as women to lose their way when map and chart reading, despite thinking
they are better navigators.
80% of men think they are good at map reading whilst the corresponding figure for women is
66%. Men believe that their gender are better map readers than women, whilst women think that
men and women are equally good.
In fact the report found that there was little to choose between the sexes with 70% of men and
69% of women admitting to losing there way at some time. 75% of women and 79% of men
admitted to arguing with their partner over which direction to take.
The survey’s conclusion is that both men and women can get lost and often need to ask for
directional help - but men are reluctant to admit they are wrong.
This appears to be “one up” for the ladies. Perhaps we can now let them take on the navigational
role every time we venture out, or do we continue with the stereotyping that has stood us in good
stead for many years.
Gerry Askham, L27SL Halcyone
Not sure I want to add a comment to this since I feel abuse may come my way simply for
publishing it! Editor
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The Confessional
South Shields, a great place to start
It's a well known fact that everyone loves sailing (no they don't) and everyone loves fishing (no
they don't either). How to enjoy both.. What could possibly go wrong. Watching Ben Ainsley on TV
got me thinking "I could do that....!". So I went down to South Shields sailing club and talked my
way into being crew (more like ballast) on a catamaran. The plan was that after a couple years, I
would be selected for the Olympics. I had never sailed before, but really,... how hard can it be?
Who doesn't love dressing up. So I bought a dry-suit, which is a sort of posh bag you climb into,
which seals around your neck and wrists making an airtight seal thus preventing water getting in
and of course, anything getting out...
Misery and cold
The reason I go sailing is that it is an experience, both good and bad, but either way, you will not
forget it. It's winter, and the usual Sunday race was on. This involves a motley crew of similarly
daft individuals in boats (dinghies) zig zagging around South Shields harbour, for no good reason.
It was a miserable day grey, drizzle, freezing and windy. Wonderful! Some background info first.
Sailing terminology is hilarious. It was actually invented by that Horatio Hornblower, on the telly,
about 30 years ago. It proved difficult to keep shouting, “pull that rope, no that rope, no that one”
etc . So he decided what was needed, was some kind of naming convention. He said to his fellow
actors (and the TV producers) that they had to make up a few random words, and write them on a
piece of paper, scrunch them all up, and put them in a hat.
Impenetrable sailing terminology
What happened next was to become used by all seafarers thereafter. Hornblower pointed out an
item on the boat and uttered the immortal words: "What ever name appears here henceforth, that
shall be its name thereafter" (probably). He pointed at the ropes which raise the big mainsail and
Rodger the cabin boy picked out of the hat the word "sheets". So "Main sheets". He pointed to the
small sail at the front and Rodger picked out "Jib". So the ropes that pull on this sail would be "Jib
sheets". He pointed to the rear of the boat and Rodger picked out "Stern". Next the front -"Bow",
then the left side -"Port" (a popular drink). The right side? Well two pieces of paper got stuck
together when pulled out the hat-"star" and "board," so "Starboard". The toilet - "Heads". Good
grief! This lunacy continued until every part of the boat was given an apparently random name.
Since sailing can be absolutely terrifying at times, I had thought that the term "main sheet" was
actually when you had pooped yourself in fear and that the "jib sheet" was what happened when
you had a nervous little Donald Trump.
Catamarans are different
The wind was seriously strong and howling down the Tyne. To compound the "problem" as I saw it,
or the " excitement" as the skipper saw it, there were huge waves coming in through the piers
against a tide rushing out - a "jib sheet" moment. My bottom was twitching like a rabbits nose at
this point. The race was on and we found ourselves clinging onto the back of the catamaran in an
effort to keep the front (bow) from digging in and doing a cart wheel (known as pitchpoling in the
trade). Our speed rose towards 30 miles an hour and we were out running the rescue boat. This is
the joy of sailing, a thrilling ride combined with the terrifying thought of what might go wrong. We
were literally flying and unless I was on it, I wouldn't have believed it. We hit an oncoming wave
which might have only been 5 foot high, square on and took off, airborne, completely out of the
water and made a perfect landing. Epic! Even the skipper thought so. Things were going well...
Anglers love us
I love fishermen and anglers and they love yachtsman. They say that there are more fishermen
than there are grains of sand in the sea (or something). I am not sure about this, as I have asked
all my friends if any of them go fishing and both said“No”. I digress. Having made a fantastic
landing, we ploughed on towards our friends, the fishermen, on the pier who were obviously
thrilled by our spectacular safe landing. They were all cheering us on, enthusiastically getting to
their feet and waving their arms Mexican wave style, with delight, as we flew passed them, only
yards from the pier. They were even kind enough to try and share a half can of special brew with us
by way of a celebration, as we whizzed by. Great fun.
Upside down sailing
I began to think I knew what I was doing when we came around on our second lap of the harbour.
On this circuit however, the wind took control of the boat and the front (bow) dived into the water.
Just like a seesaw when your big brother jumps on one end and you are launched into the air, we
went flying forward and the boat rolled on top of us. Arghhhhh (A "main sheet"moment)
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The Confessional
The Tyne and the Caribbean
"Oh how we laughed" ...Being underwater, under a boat, in a shipping lane, in the muddy brown
River Tyne, in the middle of winter, is not as much fun as it sounds. It's not like being underwater
in the Caribbean, where you open your eyes and you see a turtle swim past. On the Tyne, open
your eyes and you see unmentionable stuff go past. Under the boat and tangled up in a spaghetti
soup of ropes is a bit daunting, just for a moment you forget about work. Eventually we both
struggle to the surface, with the boat now fully upside down. I'll not bore you with the finer details
of righting a catamaran. Eventually we had the boat back upright. However I was now on my back,
clinging on to the rear T bar, being dragged head first under water. My baseball cap still clung to
my wet and frozen noggin. I see where the "shiver me timbers" naval term comes from.
Its so peaceful without the boat
After probably 5 seconds of this, my frozen fingers gave up and I lost my grip. It's very strange,
going from the rush and noise of water blasting past the ears and head - to nothing...
Peaceful...floating....calm. I Thought "My God, I must be dead". But no, worse than that,I am
bobbing down the Tyne with the tide at about 5 miles an hour. Passing the piers I was cheered on
by my fishing friends who looked like they were enjoying this spectacle.? It's surprising how lonely
you feel drifting along, only inches above the water, with no one anywhere nearby, in the brown
sludge of the Tyne and unable to do anything “current” predicament. Trying to swim in a dry-suit
with buoyancy aid, and boots is like doing front crawl in your bed. You get nowhere.
Eventual recovery
I resigned myself to having a weekend in Holland, since at this rate I would be there soon.
Eventually the rescue crew stopped laughing and caught up with me, hauled me onboard and
returned me to the Cat. Sheepishly we called it a day. Can you be sheepish on a boat? Well we
were. Back at the slipway, it's my job to jump off at the front and hold the boat until the trailer is
recovered. After all the fun and games and lots of "jib sheet" moments, perhaps even a "main
sheet " moment, my dry suit was somewhat more buoyant than when I set off. I looked a bit of a
Michelin man.
Stay downwind when releasing your dry suit
Now you have to be careful in this situation. Two things you have to do when "degassing" as it isn't
called. First, you must step away from anyone who may be down wind of you. Secondly, when you
crouch down and pull the collar open to release the pressure, ensure there are no naked flames
nearby. Accidentally igniting the gases, causing a minor explosion, and then being propelled around
the boat yard like a party balloon will attract attention. On the plus side, as we lifted the boat out,
imagine our delight at discovering half a dozen fishing lines, some with fish on, wrapped around the
rudders? It's amazing how you can combine sailing and fishing, at the same time. I call it sailfishing. Happy daze.
After the fun and terror, I soon decided a more sedate Leisure 17 would be preferable.
Nick Grant L17 Odyssey
Nick, thanks for this graphic and close up encounter with the fragrant waters of the Tyne. Only
once have I sailed on a catamaran where preventing the thing from turning turtle seemed to be
the principal aim. Sailing seemed to be a bonus and a suprise.
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Yachts For Sale/Wanted
Leisure 17 'Red April II' - For Sale with trailer
Leisure 17 cruiser with trailer for sale. Four berth with toilet and built in buoyancy. Boat believed to
be complete with all rigging, sails etc. Has been stood on the drive for 20 years, and therefore
requires some refurbishment and TLC. Buyer must remove as soon as possible after purchase.
Located in Lymm, Cheshire.
Any genuine offer considered. Brian Rose 07872 919645
Leisure 17 'Sidiki' - For Sale
Sidiki is a well used Leisure 17 that requires TLC. She was in the water last season.
Set of sails, jib, storm jib, spinnaker, main and sail cover. Trailer not included. No outboard.
This boat is lying at Elie Sailing club, Scotland offers approx £600
David Chalmers 01334 880251 or e-mail stravithie@yahoo.co.uk
Leisure 17 (1979) ‘Rondel’ – For Sale
After four years of happy sailing on the Dee Estuary and Grand Union Canal, we have decided to
buy a larger yacht – a Leisure, of course! Rondel is a twin bilge keel vessel, ideal for sailing on
estuary waters and a free mooring is available for use for at least six months off the coast of the
Wirral Peninsula. When last surveyed for insurance purposes, Rondel was described as ‘being very
well maintained and in a sound and seaworthy condition’ with a suggested insurance value of a
minimum of £3,000.
Included in the sale is thru hull transducer linked to a Garmin chart plotter and VHF radio. The boat
is ready to sail and is available to view in West Kirby sailing club and is offered for sale at £1,500
o.n.o. Bill or Chris Esplen on 0151 625 9990 or e mail williame@audleycourt.co.uk
Leisure 17 'Flinders' - For Sale with Trailer
Leisure 17. " Flinders". 1979. Twin keel. Good set of sails, jib, storm jib, spinnaker, main (fairly
new) and sail cover. Mariner electric outboard with 48lb thrust.
Good RMT trailer Situated at Rutland Water Sailing Club
£1,200. Steven Reddish: Phone 01400 230948
Leisure 17 (1976) - For Sale - Blankenberge/Belgium
Leisure 17, twin-keel, draught 65 cm, built in 1976, comes with old sails. Boat needs renovating,
cleaning up and new antifouling. The boat has a Yamaha outboard engine that needs to be
overhauled. Stands on old trailer (which can’t be repaired). Ideal for father-son (parent-child)
project to make boat ready and to practice sailing through trips at sea or on river. The boat is
located in Blankenberge (near Zeebrugge) in Belgium.
Offers accepted, price is negotiable.
Contact: machteldprice@hotmail.com / 00351 927 869 078
Leisure 17SL "Sceptre" for sale.
Late model, sound and in nice condition. However, does require some minor work/TLC to complete.
2 or 4 wheel trailer is also available. Price guide £1850 - £2350 depending on trailer. More
information available.
Clive Meadows 01989 740628 or e-mail c.e.meadows@btinternet.com
Leisure 23SL 'Charlotte' 1989 - For Sale
1989 twin keel version in excellent condition. 9.9hp outboard on new lifting bracket with remote
cockpit controls (2009), 5-gallon fuel tank (2014), Leisure battery charged by outboard / solar
panel, Engine starter battery charged by outboard. (Both housed in new box in cockpit locker),
cockpit battery switch, Tiller steering.
New electrics and switch panel professionally fitted 2012, Shore power electrics fitted 2013 with
consumer unit in main cabin. Cable to shore. All cabin lights replaced with led lights,Small cockpit
waterproof speaker. Automatic bilge pump.
Other Equipment: Bulkhead Compass, NASA Target 2 echo sounder, log and wind direction / speed,
Navigation lights. Safety: roll-up boarding ladder, fire extinguishers (as per Broads Safety
Certificate- due for renewal 2016/2017), fire blanket. Deck: 3 Sheet winches, mooring warps, 6
fenders
Other: Dodgers with boat name. Sprayhood. New tiller and headstock (2015) and top bearing
(2014). Boat Safety Certificated. Fire extinguishers x3. Fire blanket.
Charlotte has been sailed on the Norfolk Broads for the past 15 years. She has been lifted out at
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the end of each season (October) and winterised. In 2013 all old anti-fouling was removed by
professional company (Aquablast) and reprimed and subsequently antifouled each year at the
beginning of the season. The 9.9Hp Mercury engine has been winterised and serviced every year
and is in excellent condition. A full boat survey was done in 2007 and any minor imperfections were
made good.
This is a complete sail away package with everything needed to launch and sail. Ashore in Norfolk
Broads. £6995. Jeff Harteveldt e-mail jeff@harteveldt.com or phone 07712 583893
Leisure 23SL 'Dawn Mist III' - For Sale
1980 (Cobramold build) twin keel version in excellent condition. 8hp Volvo Saildrive (petrol,
maintained by Alan Crouch to a very high standard and running well).
Equipment includes Ebberspacher diesel heater, anchor (with chain & warp), fenders, spray
dodgers, guard rails, sails (main [with lazy jacks & boom cover] loafer, jib, genoa, [roller reefing on
foresail]), berth and cockpit cushions (new 2000), sea toilet (new 2009), cockpit grid flooring,
bulkhead compass, instrument pod on coach roof (3 instruments Wind Speed/Direction, Echo
Sounder and Log), life jackets, full heavy duty canvas boat cover (2005).
This is a complete sail away package with everything needed to launch and sail. Ashore in East
Hertfordshire since 2013. Delivery within reasonable distance can be arranged. £6,500
Glennys Crouch 01920 821670 or e-mail glennyscrouch@btinternet.com
Leisure 23 "Seamew" - For Sale
I am selling my fin keeled Leisure 23 as we are changing to a powerboat. I have owned her since
2007 and we have sailed the East coast from Boston to Chatham. She has a 10 hp Nanni Diesel
engine fitted in 2002. The mainsail is from 2003 and the furling Genoa is from 2013. Spinnaker and
pole, VHF/DSC radio, depth sounder. Plough anchor with 20 m of new chain plus rope, Kedge
anchor, BBQ, 2 burner alcohol cooker, led internal lights. 115 a/h battery (2015). 60 a/h battery
(2013). Battery combiner. 2 x 10 watt solar panels and controller. 7” digital television. 240v
inverter, electric water pump to sink. Portaloo piped to pump overboard. Autohelm Tillerpilot, 50 lt
flexible water tank, fenders, mooring ropes, running rigging (2014), bilge pumps (electric, and
manual). Lifebuoy, uprated sheet winches with Winchers. Habitant cockpit tent (2013), mast
climbing ladder, cockpit table and cushions.
For sale for £4995 She is ashore at Morgan Marine, Brightlingsea Please phone them on 01206
302003 to view. Martin Clapton
Leisure 23 Twin Keel "Kittiwake", 10Hp outboard
A well cared for Leisure 23. Being sold due to emigration. She is a great simple yacht for weekend
cruising with plenty of storage space and a very safe cockpit- with the mainsheet forward and deep
sides. Cleaned and repainted internally. New cushions in saloon. A great starter yacht for those
moving up from dinghies or entering the world of yachting as she is still easy to handle.
The forecabin and quarterberth are used for sleeping with inflatable mattresses and the main
saloon can be converted with the cushions to a large single bed (originally planned for 2!). A new
Jabsco toilet was fitted last year and has never been used. A brand new wind generator is also
ready for fitting (Aerogen 2). She also comes with most standard equipment such as VHF, speed
and depth, water pump (for tap) and also a Raymarine st800 autopilot- invaluable for those
singlehanded.
She also comes equipped with all the usual sailing gear such as fenders, ropes, snubbers, 20lb
main anchor and smaller kedge, 12L fuel tank with spares, dinghy. This will all stay with the boat
The sprayhood is not in the photos as the straps are being repaired. It will be remounted shortly.
Rigging was renewed in 2012, as well as fitting a lazyjack system with single line reefing. All main
lines lead back to the cockpit. The engine charges the battery though there is a small solar charger
which keeps the battery suitably topped up and in perfect condition between uses. Battery is 85
A/H with a second available also approx. 85 amp/hour if needed (but not installed).
The saloon stove is a simple camping cooker, much simpler to maintain. There is a table that fits in
the cockpit and curtains are also available but were removed for current use. She is now ashore in
Christchurch. I will be paying for her winter storage and relaunch so nothing for you to pay until
March next year!
£3,700 Peter Wright +41 795 149 294 or e-mail pmrwright@gmail.com
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Leisure 27 'Image' - For Sale
Image is a fine example of the classic Frank Pryor designed Leisure 27 yacht. Built by Cobramold in
UK,in 1979 she is a sturdily constructed fin keel family cruiser from a time when GRP yachts were
built up to specification and not down to price!
Since 1979 Image has had 3 owners who have kept her in Irish coastal waters giving much
pleasure and enjoyable sailing to their respective families. She is a good seagoing boat with plenty
of freeboard for good dry sailing. The Pryor design packs spacious accommodation into her 27 feet
length with 6ft headroom throughout. Between the main saloon and fore cabin she can sleep 6
people in 5 berths and makes a very comfortable family yacht for day sailing and week ending. All
sheets and control lines are led back to the cockpit and the yacht can be readily sailed by one
helmsman with reasonable ease. She has also been successfully sailed /raced competitively in club
racing, and with a small crew of 4 people gives exhilarating performance from a comprehensive sail
locker including numerous jibs, genoas, spinnakers and selection of mainsails.
Living aboard is made very comfortable with a fully gimballed gas 2 ring cooker with grill and oven.
This is supported with a stainless steel galley sink with electrically pumped cold fresh water from
two large capacity stainless steel water tanks. There is comfortable heads with full size toilet and
washbasin. For marina use she is fully wired for shore power with adequate sockets well placed for
many useful appliances.
The original engine is a Volvo Penta MD7A twin cylinder 13.5hp diesel. It has been regularly
maintained and with its 3 blade fixed prop pushes the boat at 5/6 knots easily and quietly.
Image will surely bring its new owner a lot of boat, equipment, and the means for years of
enjoyment at a very competitive price, €15,950. Lying Fahan Marina, Buncrana Co Donegal,
Ireland.
John Mc Carter, email: johnmccarter14@gmail.com Mobile 00353 872 572 516
Leisure 29 "Lazy Bear" - For Sale
Due to imminent retirement to a life on a narrowboat, my beloved "Lazy Bear" is for sale.
She is one of a very select few Leisure 29's with wheel steering and an extensive inventory
including a lovely new engine and mainsail. Currently at Bradwell marina, Essex.
Price now reduced to £16,500 Phil Mason 07793 203797 or e-mail phil.mason56@icloud.com
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Equipment For Sale/Wanted
Leisure 23SL sprayhood (Red) - For Sale
Having had a quote for a new cover for the old frame here in France, I have bitten the bullet and
ordered a new Sprayhood for our L23SL from C&J Marine.
The old sprayhood is for sale. It has very good stainless hoops, the red canvas is serviceable in
quite good nick, but is rather faded. The 'windows' are clear and still flexible and are probably
replacements, they look more recent than the canvas. Likewise the tensioning straps which look
fairly new.
How much ? well, to be honest I don't know, It is OK as is, I know that the stainless hoops have
value and can always be re-covered by a competent DIY-er or a sailmaker.
Sensible offers will be considered. The sprayhood is in France at the moment, but I am able to
bring it over in early March if someone wants to buy it.
Contact: boris.dales@gmail.com
Wanted, Mast foot for 1975 L17
Wanted, I need a alloy mast foot for a 1975 Leisure 17, also a kicking strap for same.
George Brannan. 07760 467133
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Spares And Parts
LOA continues to invest in new moulds so that replacement GRP parts can be manufactured. We
also have a range of other parts, tillers, tiller heads, skeg shoes etc.
All these are available through Gerry Askham at Hurst Marine.
Gerry Askham, Hurst Marine, 20 Coppins Close, Chelmsford Essex. CM2 6AY
Telephone +44(0) 1245 258 420 or email gerry@hurst-marine.co.uk.
Leisure 17

Anchor locker lid
Rear locker top
Main hatch
Rudder
Skeg

Leisure 17SL

Anchor locker lid
Main Hatch

All GRP parts are moulded professionally by the
company which produces mouldings for Oyster
Yachts so the quality is second to none.
Association members benefit from discount prices,
but in order to recover our investment in the
mouldings within a reasonable time, we do make
these parts available whether or not the purchaser is
a member of the LOA.
If you do not see what you want, please contact
Hurst Marine who can often help.

Rudder
Skeg
Leisure 20

Anchor locker lid
Forehatch
Rudder
Skeg

Leisure 22

Rear locker top
Rudder
Skeg

Leisure 23

Anchor locker lid

Leisure 23SL

Anchor locker lid
Cockpit cave locker
Forehatch
Main hatch
Rear locker top
Rudder
Skeg

Leisure 27/29 Cockpit cave locker
Instrument pods
All Models

Tiller head (not 27/29)
Laminated tillers
Skeg shoes
Rudder top bearing
Rubber forehatch
hinge tops (L23 SL)
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Personalised Clothing

Get-Up Mast Ladder
The Get Up Mast Ladder is supplied with different types of
sail slides to fit your mast groove and comes in four standard
designs and sizes.
Lengths from 25ft to 40ft as standard however, other lengths
can be made to order with delivery normally seven to ten
days from receipt of the order. Alternative versions are
available with Velcro straps or bolt rope in place of the sail
slides suitable for use with in-mast reefing or furling
systems, locating into the small staysail track alongside the
main one.
Gerry Askham at Hurst Marine.co.uk.
Telephone +44(0) 1245 258 420 or
email gerry@hurst-marine.co.uk.
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What's Your Problem?
When encountering a boating problem, the first inclination is to jump on to The Forum and post a
question.
However before you begin posting, it's very likely that your query been considered and answered
over the past twenty years!
The wisdom and knowledge from the Forum, Reference Library and Saltings has been distilled and
brought together in the Owners Manuals for the L17, L23 and L27/29 These manuals contain a
wealth of information and detail and should be your first port of call.
Owners Manuals also contain content from two older Forums (or Fora) and these Manuals are a
true index to all available information, produced by LOA members.
Longer articles on aspects of boat maintenance have been published in Saltings and these have
been gathered together in the Reference Library. See the links below
The LOA journal, Saltings, is published in March, July and November each year.
You can download from the website, issues of Saltings going back 18 years to 1997.
You can also search issues of Saltings for any item that you need.

Quick Links to the LOA Knowledge Base
Members Zone
The Forum
Owners Manuals

Leisure 17/17SLManual
Leisure23/23SL Manual
Leisure 27/29 Manual

Reference Library

Engines
Hull and Deck
Mast and Spars
Sails and Rigging
Below Decks
Electrics
Gas Installations
General Interest
Trailers

Saltings Magazine 18 Years
from 1997

Search Facility

The above links all reside in the password protected
“Members Zone” which require LOA members to log in.
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Leisure Yachts Timeline
1959 Brian Meerloo sets up Cobramold in a WW2 Romney shed at Stansted Airport.
1965 Cobramold revolutionises the design of traditional wooden Broads cruisers with the GRP moulded 39 foot
"Caribbean" type cruiser.
1967 Leisure 17 makes it's debut at the Earls Court Boat Show: selling price £495, same as BMC Mini:
designer Arthur Howard. Remains in production until 1990. Over 3,500 built.
1967/68 John Adam sails a Leisure 17, “Eve”, to Las Palmas in the Canary Islands and then on to Antigua in
the Caribbean. Heading for Florida, John is wrecked off Cuba and arrested.
1970 Graham Caddick designed Leisure 22 launched: L22 and L17 now being exported to Germany and
Holland.
1970 John Adam launches "Windpilot"
1973 Frank Pryor designed Leisure 23 launched.
1975 SL models of 17 and 23 appear. Brian Meerloo redesigns the coach roof and windows to a modern
looking "wedgie shape".
1975 The 1000th Leisure rolls off the line and is presented to a Mr Hayes, a blind sailor.
1975 Leisure 20, Horst E Glacier designed, launched and aimed at the German and European market where
many inland waterways had a 20 foot restriction on leisure craft.
1977 Leisure 27, designer Frank Pryor, launched.
1978 German import agency, Leisure GMBH, from a new marina at Schleswig, import hulls for 43 and 46 foot
yachts from Taiwan. Six are fitted out.
1980 The Leisure 29 arrives, basically a Leisure 27 with two extra feet in the cockpit.
1980 Cobramold forced into liquidation when funds within Leisure GBMH in Germany disappear, leaving parent
company Cobramold owed many thousands.
1981 Brinecraft under Tom Winyard buy the moulds and take over production of the L17, 20, 23.
1982 The Leisure Owners Association launched by Geoff Godfrey on the South and Colin Shead on the East
coast.
1983 Jaguar Yachts produce the Lynx 29 from the moulds of the Leisure 29.
1989 Boating Scene "adopt" the Leisure name and attach it to a Mirage 27, the “Leisure 27SL”.
1990 Catastrophic fire at Brinecraft brings production of Leisure yachts to an end.
1996 Cory Yachts, of Sandwich in Kent, negotiate and agree the use of the Leisure brand name and produce
two new designs, an 18 and a 24. Around twelve Leisure 18s are built but the 24 existed only in prototype.
2008 Leisure Owners Association website upgraded and re-launched.
2012 Turkish sailor sails single handed in L17 from Bodrum in Turkey to Plymouth in UK, crossing Biscay in
Octover/November. Laymar Marine buy the moulds for the Leisure 18.
2013 Practical Boat Owner (April edition. No 559) publish a six page editorial on Leisure Yachts.
2015 The Leisure Owners Association records highest numbers to date- 550 members.
2017 A Jubilee Year - 50 years since the launch of the first Leisure 17!
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